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In translation studies, the differences in language and cultural code of the source and target 

languages cause many problems for translators. There are no full equivalents even in related 

languages since each word has its own semantic field and its own associations. While 

associations are elusive items and can be individual for different speakers, frames activated in 

the text are shared by the majority of speakers within a culture. 

The notion of frames is used in different fields (e.g., psychology, public communications 

and linguistics); in linguistics it can denote a cognitive structure that is subconsciously applied 

by the listener/reader for interpreting texts and at the same time it is activated by the material in 

the text by usage of one of the lexical or grammatical items that are a part of a network of a 

particular frame. So when interpreting a text the reader adopts a frame for understanding a 

problem. On the other hand, words and structures in the text itself activate frames too. 

It has been argued by G. Lakoff1 that appropriate framing of issues by Conservatives helps 

them in effective communication of their values, contributing to their electoral victories. The use 

                                                 
1 Lakoff, G. (2002). Moral Politics. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press. 
Lakoff, G. (2003). Framing the Issues: UC Berkeley Professor George Lakoff Tells How Conservatives 
Use Language to Dominate Politics (October 27, 2003). UC Berkley News. Retrieved 2005, November 10. 
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2003/10/27_lakoff.shtml 
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of frames by politicians is effective because their entire audience shares these cognitive 

structures. In this study, we are looking at what happens with the interpretation of a text if the 

audience and the text do not share one culture and one language code. This problem becomes 

very important in the case of foreign affairs, advertisement and any other need of intercultural 

and interlinguistic relations.  

 This study shows that during the process of translation the frames of the original text may 

not be taken into account, which can result in the distortion of the text and the image of the 

author, which can in turn be detrimental for a politician. Successful interpretation of frames 

sometimes may require inexact (as opposed to ‘word-for-word’) translation. This leads to a 

conclusion that it is important for a translator to take into account frames of the original text in 

order to produce a proper translation. 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
Lakoff, G. (2004). Don't Think of an Elephant: Progressive Values and the Framing Wars: a Progressive Guide to 
Action. White River Junction, VT: Chelsea Green. 
Lakoff, G. (2006). Simple Framing (February 14, 2006). Rockridge Institute. Retrieved 2006, December 20.    
http://www.rockridgeinstitute.org/projects/strategic/simple_framing/view 
Lakoff, G. (2006). “War on Terror”, Rest in Peace. (February 28, 2006). Rockridge Institute. Retrieved 2006, 
December 20.    http://www.rockridgeinstitute.org/research/lakoff/gwot_rip/view 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Although translation studies is a relatively new discipline, it has a long ‘practical’ history; 

however, in spite of all innovations and technology introduced in this field, translating a text is 

still an art. The problems that translators must overcome are related not only to the differences 

between languages and cultures, but also to the issue of interpreting the text and extracting all the 

meanings, which are rarely on the surface. The translation of political speeches represents a 

special difficulty, since it is in the domain of not only translation studies but also public 

speaking. Public speaking teaches how to influence an audience on both conscious and 

subconscious levels and one of the tools to do that is to use frames (words that evoke a 

prototypical situation and strong emotions). However, these structures (frames), since they are a 

part of our subconscious level, represent another difficulty for translation. So the major questions 

in this study are: what happens to frames when the text is translated into another language, how 

can frames of the original text be best preserved, and what happens to the overall effect of the 

translated text on the reader? The accuracy of translation becomes especially important when it is 

translation related to international politics and can influence the foreign affairs of an entire 

country.  

For the purpose of this study texts were selected that heavily rely on frames (American 

political speech by George W. Bush). The problem of translation is analyzed from the linguistic 

point of view using tools of cognitive linguistics and discourse analysis. Possibilities for the 

translation of a frame in different texts/contexts were singled out through text analysis; then, 

original frames and their translations into Russian language are analyzed in order to see the 

deviation in meaning and to predict the effect of each frame on the audience. For example, 

‘Ground Zero’ is a frame established in the United States that evokes strong feelings that 
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accompany a scenario of terrorist attack, casualties, explosion and emptiness. By referring to 

‘Ground Zero’ the speaker can get certain expected emotions from the audience as well as 

determine how information should be understood. In Russian culture, however, there is no 

equivalent frame: ‘Ground Zero’ can be literally translated as a ‘place of explosion’ with no 

reference to the place in New York where the World Trade Center used to be. Hence, the 

translated speech loses its expressive power and can even confuse the reader, since it is not clear 

what ‘place’ the author is talking about. 

This study is an attempt to explore the communicative force of frames and at the same time 

it is a move in the direction of data-driven study of frames, which can lead to some insights in 

the domain of linguistics as well as translation studies. For translators, being aware of such 

constructions as frames can help to produce more accurate translations and avoid disfiguring the 

original texts and the image of the speaker. This information can also be used in the domain of 

artificial intelligence and help to improve machine translation, since unlike individual 

associations frames are predictable and should be taken into account in the translation process. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Translation Studies 

Translation studies is a relatively young discipline; however, work in this domain started 

long before it acquired an official status. Not only translators, but also writers and linguists 

contributed to this field. S. Bassnett (2002) in the book Translation studies gives an overview of 

problems (which are of high importance for the present study) that any translator faces and the 

debate about these problems. 

The processes of decoding and recoding of a text from one language into another can be 

represented in the following diagram: 

 

SOURCE LANGUAGE TEXT               RECEPTOR LANGUAGE TRANSLATION 

 

ANALYSIS    RESTRUCTURING 

 

    Transfer 

 

Figure 2-1. Text reconstruction in another language code (from Bassnett 2002) 

For example, the English word “hello” has different corresponding words in other languages: 

• French: ça va; hallo; bonjour 
• German: wie gehts; hallo 
• Italian: olà; pronto; ciao 
While English has no distinction between greetings said face to face and on the phone, Italian 

‘pronto’ and German ‘hello’ are used only for telephone greetings. At the same time, in the 

English language the phrase ‘How do you do?’ is regarded as formal, while French and German 

use similar questions as casual greetings. Italian ‘ciao’ is said both in the situation of arrival and 
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departure; English ‘hello’ is restricted to arrival. Hence, if someone would have to translate 

‘Hello’ from English into French, the mental process can be represented in the following figure: 

 

SOURCE LANGUAGE                RECEPTOR LANGUAGE TRANSLATION 

 Hello          Bonjour! 

 

 

Friendly greeting on arrival    Decision to distinguish between forms 
        of greetings available 
 
 

    transfer 

 

Figure 2-2. Reconstruction of ‘hello’ in another language code (from Bassnett 2002). 

These examples lead us to the biggest problem in translation: the problem of equivalence. 

Most linguists agree that there cannot be equivalence in interlingual translation due to 

differences in the linguistic codes. Jacobsen (1959), for example, assigns incomplete equivalence 

to the fact that each unit contains within itself a set of non-transferable associations and 

connotations. Shishkov, in his book A Discourse on the Old and New Style of Russian 

Language(1803) says that “Every people has its own units of speech and its own linkage of 

concepts.” This idea is somewhat similar to the notion of a ‘frame’ that we focus on in this study 

(see below). The following diagram is common in the study of semantics to represent how 

different words can share meanings: 
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Figure 2-3. Semantic inequality of the verb ‘touch’ in French and English. (Chukovsky (1984) 
has this example with French and Russian verbs). 

As there are no absolute synonyms in one language, it is equally hard to find them between 

different, even related languages. Lexical items can differ not only in their semantic content, but 

also in their combinability, style and connotations. For example, the French verb ‘toucher’ and 

English verb ‘touch’ both indicate an act of putting hands/fingers onto something. The French 

equivalent, however, in combination with a musical instrument (toucher le clavacin) means “to 

play”; this is the part of the circle that doesn’t overlap, since this meaning cannot be delivered 

through the English verb ‘touch’. 

 The problem of equivalence is not only the problem of compatibility and differences in 

the grammar; it is also the problem of connotations and associations. Saussure (1974) 

distinguished between types of relations that every word is a part of: the syntagmatic (or 

horizontal) relations that a word establishes within a sentence with the words that surround it and 

the associative (or vertical) relations it has with the language structure as a whole. Chukovsky 

(1965–1967), a skilful translator himself, in his book on translation says “a word in one language 

has association entirely different from those of the same word in another language. Every 

language has a hierarchy of words. The style of one and the same word even in two similar 

languages is completely different.” (Chukovsky 1984, 53) He illustrates it with an example taken 

from a Russian-Uzbek translation. The Russian word for “parrot” is a contemptuous word, which 

toucher touch
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can be illustrated with such an utterance: “You babble like a parrot.” However, in Uzbek the 

word is canonical of love to one’s sweetheart. Uzbek has such phrases, as ‘You are my adorable 

parrot’. So in this case verbatim translation would be inappropriate, since in one language the 

word “parrot” evokes tenderness and endearment, and in the environment of another language it 

means a contemptuous snort or jeer.  

Regarding this problem of equivalence the term of untranslatability was introduced. 

Catford (1965, 32–37) singles out two types of untranslatability: linguistic and cultural. 

Linguistic untranslatability occurs when there is lexical or syntactic mismatch between the target 

and the source languages (no substitute for the item). Cultural untranslatability is related to the 

absence of the relevant event in the culture of the target language. Both problems can be 

overcome only by artistic translation, where the translator has to sacrifice precision to get the 

correct delivery of the ideas and style. “An artistic translation reproduces not only the original 

author’s ideas and images, not only his plot schemes, but also his literary manner, his creative 

personality, his style”(Chukovsky 1984, 18). 

However, this leads us to another problem: although translation is often regarded as a 

secondary activity, a translator has almost as much influence on the perception of the text as the 

author. In the terms of text production/perception, translator is both the producer of the text and 

the receiver (from Bassnett 2002): 

Author—Text—Receiver=Translator—Text—Receiver  
 

Up to the present moment, the perception of the text is highly debatable question; this 

paper adopts Mukařovskỳ idea, taken up by Lotman (1978) states that “a text has both an 

autonomous and a communicative character” (from Bassnett 2002, p.36). Hence, translating a 

text, a translator can give it a completely different meaning even though staying true to the text 
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and by alternating only style. For literary works the author’s personality is reflected in the 

individual style of the speaker. That is why the distortion of the style is the distortion of the 

author’s face. And unfortunately very often the translator constructs a personality different from 

the author’s, “despite all the striving the translator still reflects himself in the translations…. And 

since the basic nature of every human personality is expressed not only in his conscious, but also 

in his unconscious manifestations, the translator’s will be reflected sufficiently anyway” 

(Chukovsky 1984, 46). 

Traditionally, translation studies focuses on literary works, regarding the aim of business 

translation as pure information. According to Chukovsky (1984, 15) “The most important thing 

for it is precision of vocabulary.” However, political speeches, the focus of this study, also 

represent a fine art—the art of rhetoric; every word, every grammatical structure and every 

intonation (through syntax, graphics or rhythm) is or should be a calculated act, comparable with 

what authors do when creating their pieces. Hence, for these texts interference of the translator’s 

personality and reflection of his/her political and esthetical preferences can be detrimental for the 

face of the author. 

The Notion of Frame 

The term “frame” came to linguistics from psychology and at the moment it is shared not 

only by these two disciplines but also by cognitive science and mass communication studies. 

Although there is certain closeness in understanding of this term, each field uses it to fit their 

own interests. In media and mass communication studies, a ‘frame’ is understood as “selecting 

and highlighting some facets of events or issues, and making connections among them so as to 

promote a particular interpretation, evaluation, and/or solution” (Entman 2004, 5). In the case of 

a car crash, a reporter, depending on what information he/she chooses to present, can focus 

his/her story on people’s lives or on things that caused this car crash, or use this event as a 
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trampoline to talk about medicine. The frame in this understanding, however, is not only the 

choice of information, but also a choice of language to present this information. Using linguistic 

means associated with a specific topic helps to frame the issue in a certain way. For the 

journalist, this framing can be a conscious effort or a subconscious one, but is always present.  

In linguistics, following cognitive science and psychology, the term ‘frame’ can be 

understood as: 

• a system for choosing language tools and the choice itself (Fillmore 1975, 1977, 1982; 
Talmy 1977); 

• “ideation scaffolding” for processing one’s own experience (Goffman1975, similar idea in 
Fillmore 1982; Minsky1974); 

• a set of ideas for representing knowledge, as an alternative for the semantic field (Minsky 
1974); 

• an organization of notions kept in the memory (of a human or a computer) and also a 
system of processes that operate this storage. A structure of data for representing typical 
situations, especially when working with large memory items (Minsky 1974; Fillmore 
1982). 

In cognitive psychology, the term frame corresponds to such terms as schemata (Bartlett 

1932, Minsky 1974), associative connections (Bower 1972), and semantic field. A certain type of 

a language ‘frame’ is a ‘scene’. A scene is not only a visual image but also any mental image 

(Talmy 1977, 612): interpersonal communication, standard scenarios of behavior in a certain 

culture. Common in all definitions of frames is the analogy with a mechanical module or a 

picture/movie frame. The notion of ‘frame’, under various names, goes back at least as far as the 

concept of ‘schema’ by Bartlett (1932) and has many realizations in works on artificial 

intelligence, most elaborately in Minsky (1974). This term was elaborated in works of Fillmore 

(1975, 1977 and 1982).  

Fillmore: in 1975 he introduced the word ‘frame’ as a substitute for a set of terms: 

schemata, script, scenario, ideation scaffolding, cognitive model, or folk theory, that means a 
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system of linguistic categories organized according to a ‘motivating context’. “The motivating 

context is some body of understandings, some pattern of practices or some history of social 

institutions, against which we find intelligible the creation of a particular category in the history 

of language community” (Fillmore 1982, 119). Fillmore defines scripts as frames whose 

elements are a set of sequenced events, for example, going to a party or making an appointment. 

In the small scope, ‘frame’ is understood as a set of linguistic choices that is associated 

with prototypical scenes: the choice of grammatical features or lexical items. For example, a 

commercial event can include two participants (the buyer and the seller), the money and the 

goods. Although a prototypical event includes all of these things, while constructing a single 

utterance to describe this event, the language constrains us to choose one particular perspective 

on the event. The choice of a verb will require us to bring one or more of the participants into 

perspective: ‘buy’ describes the situation from the point of view of the buyer, ‘sell’ is related to 

the seller, ‘pay’ focuses on money. This introduces us to the notion of perspective (Fillmore 

1977, 72–73). If we look at sentences 1 and 2 we can notice that they describe the same situation. 

1) He beat the stick against the wall. 

2) He beat the wall with a stick. 

These utterances are different in perspective that is realized in grammar (word order). In this 

example, sentence (1) focuses on “the stick”, so for the author it is important that the action is 

done with the stick, while in the second sentence the wall is put in perspective. It is perspective 

that motivates the choice of the grammatical organization of an utterance with the same verb (in 

sentences 1 and 2), and the choice of a lexical item (hit, beat, knock) within a single semantic 

domain. There are certain elements of scenes that are usually put in perspective, such as 

humanness or change of state/location. The fact that English prefers to have human subjects in 

the center of scene explains why sentence 3 but not 4 is possible: 
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3) I beat Harry with a stick. 

4) The stick beat Harry. 

At the same time the participant of the situation that undergoes change is put in perspective and 

in the more salient place while the other participants occupy a secondary place. For example in 5 

and 6 the object that is being broken goes before the other object that caused it: 

5) I broke the vase with the hammer. 

6) I broke the hammer on the vase. 

In the discussion about frames, Fillmore (1975, 1977; 1982) moves from case frames to the 

notion of scene, since in understanding the semantic structure of a verb it is necessary to 

understand the properties of the schematized scene that the verb activates, and the semantic 

structure of the verb is linked to the verb’s syntactic properties. Understanding of meaning 

requires an appeal to an exemplar or prototype scene activated by the word; this knowledge can 

be innate or acquired through analysis. Following Talmy (1977), Fillmore (1982, 123) considers 

that lexical framing provides “‘content’ upon which grammatical structure performs a 

‘configuring’ function.” 

However, for Fillmore a frame is not only a choice of linguistic means but also the 

organization of knowledge/experience. In this wider scope, the frame can be defined as a certain 

schema or framework of concepts or terms that are linked together as a system, which may 

contain elements that simultaneously belong to other frameworks (since different frames use the 

same language material and can have the same elements or contexts of use) (Fillmore 1982, 

111). This system structures and organizes different aspects of human experience. Concepts in 

this system are related in such a way that “to understand any one of them you have to understand 

the whole structure in which it fits; when one of the things in such a structure is introduced into a 
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text, or into a conversation, all of the others are automatically made available” (Fillmore 1982, 

111).  

‘Word’ and ‘frame’ occupy mutually dependent positions: “frame structures word-

meanings, and the word evokes a frame” (Fillmore 1982, 117). In the process of communication 

it is often that the hearer/reader receives information that isn’t directly stated in the text (see for 

example Mynsky (1974)); the hearer/reader commutates these meanings by constructing a 

complex context within which each of the lexically signaled framings was motivated. Fillmore 

claims that any grammatical category or pattern imposes its own ‘frame’ on the material it 

structures. Lexical and grammatical material observable in the text ‘evokes’ the relevant frames 

in the mind of the interpreter by the fact that these lexical forms or grammatical structures or 

categories exist as indices of these frames; on the other hand, there are cases when the interpreter 

assigns coherence to a text by invoking a particular interpretive frame that comes from general 

knowledge, that exists independently from the text. This makes Fillmore distinguish between 

frames that are evoked by the material in the text and frames that are evoked by the interpreter. 

So whenever we pick a word or phrase, we automatically bring along a larger context that 

establishes term/rules according to which the word or phrase we have chosen is going to be 

analyzed, understood and be interpreted. Fillmore compares it to a ‘figure’ and ‘ground’ of a 

picture.  

In the works of Fillmore, we also meet the notion of ‘reframing’ (Fillmore 1982, 126), 

which is understood as a shift in the underlying schemata. For example, it was noticed that pairs 

of words ‘Man : Boy’ and ‘Woman : Girl’ are unequal; the shift between a boy and a man comes 

earlier than that of a girl to a woman (a male is called a man, while a female at the same age can 

be called a girl). Some people find this difference in the language use offensive, so in order to be 
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politically correct speakers make a conscious effort of calling young females a “woman” instead 

of a “girl”. This change in the frame Fillmore calls reframing. 

Bateson: in 1972 he looked at the possibility of using frames in psychotherapy to treat 

schizophrenia. It was observed that animals, like people, have certain signals that are interpreted 

‘metaphorically’. For example, during play animals give special mood signals that indicate that 

such acts like biting should be interpreted as play and not as aggression or defense. A frame 

“gives the receiver instructions or aids in his attempt to understand the messages included within 

a frame”; it delimits the logical type and can be metalinguisticly (Bateson 1972, 188) present in 

the discourse or subconsciously considered when interpreting a message. Bateson compares a 

psychological frame with a picture frame: the frame delimits the space of the wall from the space 

of the picture and suggests interpreting it as art. Within a frame, there is a ‘figure’ and 

‘background’ that also influences interpretation of the ‘figure’. In psychiatric practice rules for 

doctor-patient interaction would be the picture frame, while discussing the rules (if they decide 

to play a game during a session) would be the background for the picture. 

Goffman (1975): he takes his understanding of the term from Bateson, and associates the 

frame with the framework; it is ideation scaffolding for processing one’s experience.  In this 

approach, the domain of ethnology of speech, frames are understood as base elements that the 

researcher can identify in a specific situation. Situations follow organization rules that “generate” 

events, including social events. The same principles control our own participation in the events. 

Initial relationship structure within a social group is the center element of a culture since it 

reveals basic classes of schemes, relationships between these classes, forces, and participants, 

who, according to sociologists, have freedom in actions. 
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Mynsky (1974): he works in the domain of artificial intelligence. He defines ‘frame’ as “a 

collection of questions to be asked about a hypothetical situation: it specifies issues to be raised 

and methods to be used in dealing with them” (Minsky 1974, 124). His idea of frame is based on 

Bartlett’s (1932) “schemata” and Kuhn’s (1962) “paradigm”; the idea of the frame-system goes 

back to Winograd (1974). Mynsky looks at the frame as a “data structure for representing a 

stereotyped situation” (Minsky 1974, 111); for example, attending a child’s birthday party. Each 

frame has different types of information attached to it: how to use the frame, what can follow it, 

and what to do if these expectations are not confirmed. This functional information about the 

usage is called “subframe”. 

We can think of a frame as a nodes and relations. The top levels of a frame are fixed, and 
represent things that are always true about the supposed situation. The lower levels have 
many terminals—slots that must be filled by specific instances or data. Collections of 
related frames are linked together into frame systems. (Minsky 1974, 112)  

Different frames of a system represent different ways of using the same information, 

located at the common terminals. For example, an engine can be looked at from the mechanical 

point of view or from the electrical point of view. When operating, the person chooses one frame 

at a time to work with, because of the memory limitations. However s/he can go back and forth 

between these frames. On the conceptual level, a frame-system represents the choices: what 

questions shall I ask about this situation? 

According to Minsky, the meaning of an utterance is encoded not only in the positional 

and structural relations between the words but also in the word choices themselves. Minsky 

formulates his qualitative theory of "grammatical": “if the top levels are satisfied but some lower 

terminals are not, we have a meaningless sentence; if the top is weak but the bottom solid, we 

can have an ungrammatical but meaningful utterance” (Minsky 1974, 116–117). That is why 

people can still get a picture when they hear a sentence “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.” It 
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is common that sentences can evoke certain images (not only visual). People admit assigning 

color, size, purpose, attitude, or other elements of the scenario, when they hear, for example, 

“John kicked the ball” (Minsky 1974, 114). “When we go beyond vision, terminals and their 

default assignments can represent purposes and functions, not just colors, sizes, and shapes” 

(Minsky 1974, 117). 

Through frames Minsky explains questions, raised in Charniak's thesis (1972), about 

fragments that seem easy for people to comprehend but that obviously need rich default 

structures. In elementary school, reading stories such as the following is common:  

• “Jane was invited to Jack's birthday party. 
• She wondered if he would like a kite. 
• She went to her room and shook her piggy bank. 
• It made no sound” (Minsky 1974, 118). 
 
Even young readers understand that Jane intends to buy Jack a kite for a present but that there is 

no money to pay for it in her piggy bank. Charniak (1972) proposes a way to facilitate such 

inferences—there is an inference for 'present' that is concerned with money, and an inference that 

if one shakes a piggy bank and there is no sound, this means the bank is empty, and so on. But 

although the reader understands that the story is talking about 'present' and  'money' to buy it, 

they aren’t mentioned in the text. This can be explained by the fact that even young readers have 

an ideal picture of a birthday party and a scenario of how it should go. A “kid’s party” has many 

attributes that can normally be assumed by way of default assignments: a birthday party is held 

usually on Sunday. The child who attends the party needs to dress nicely and get a present that 

will please the host. The present is usually wrapped pretty. During the party kids play different 

games (like hide and seek or pin the tail on the donkey). The place for the party is decorated with 

balloons, favors and crepe-paper. Kids get to eat a special party meal, things that they enjoy the 

most and don’t get to eat every day: cake, ice cream (standard three-flavor), soda and hot dogs. 
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At the end of this meal there should be a cake with candles; when they bring the cake everyone 

should sing the birthday song and the child whose birthday it is must make a wish and blow out 

the candles. 

Ideas and key words of a discourse activate thematic or scenario structures that are drawn 

from the memory with multiple default assumptions. These representations are rearranged or 

elaborated according to the situation. From the point of view of scale Minsky (1974, 123) singled 

out the following levels: 

1. “SURFACE SYNTACTIC FRAMES. Mainly verb and noun structures. 
Prepositional and word-order indicator conventions. 

2. SURFACE SEMANTIC FRAMES. Action-centered meanings of words. 
Qualifiers and relations concerning participants, instruments, trajectories and 
strategies, goals, consequences, and side effects.  

3. THEMATIC FRAMES. Scenarios concerned with topics, activities, portraits, 
setting. Outstanding problems and strategies commonly connected with topic. 

4. NARRATIVE FRAMES. Skeleton forms for typical stories, explanations, and 
arguments. Conventions about foci, protagonists, plot forms, development, and so 
on, designed to help a listener construct a new, instantiated thematic frame in his 
own mind.” 

According to Minsky, frames are responsible for the organization of knowledge; framing is 

responsible for the fact that some people are considered ‘clever’. For Minsky, these people are 

just more skillful (efficient and fast) in retrieving information kept in their brains. 

Van Dijk (1981): he shares the idea that frame is an organization of knowledge around a 

particular notion that, unlike associations, contains information about what is essential, typical 

and predictable for this notion. The frame has a conventional nature, which is why, for a 

particular culture; it specifies what is expected and prototypical and what is not. It is important 

for the scripted routine episodes of social interaction, for example, going to the movies or taking 

a bus. Frames organize our understanding of the world in general and guide us in our everyday 
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life (for example, paying for a bus ticket). This idea of a scripted scene sends us back to the 

Fillmore’s idea of a prototypical event. 

Talmy: in the study of frames, Fillmore started by looking at case frames and thematic 

roles assigned by verbs. Talmy (1977) also looks at grammatical components of scenes, how 

frames can be built and how incompatible frames are processed. According to him, the structures 

of scenes can be very complex, since more than one element of the sentence (lexical or 

grammatical) can specify values for the same dimension, or property of the part of a scene. This 

creates possibilities for either compatibility or conflict of different grammatical or lexical items, 

which the speaker resolves by cognitive processes of “competibilization”, which can be a shift, a 

blend or juxtaposition. These three processes can be better explained with examples. A ‘shift’ 

can be illustrated by the following sentence: 

7) The handkerchief bent in two. 

This utterance combines two incompatible entities: “handkerchief” and “bent”. A handkerchief is 

usually made from cloth that has no shape (one can talk only about the surface). The verb “bent”, 

at the same time, is used to describe a change in shape of “hard” things. So when coming across 

such a sentence one has to come up with an explanation for it: a handkerchief is very dirty or 

made out of an atypical material. 

‘Blending’ is the process when two frames are put together to form one entity. An example 

of blending would be: 

8) She wafted through the party.  

Hearing this sentence one would have difficulty suggesting a possible explanation. To process 

this utterance there is a need to put two other images side by side: 

9) The leaf wafted through the air. 

10) The woman walked through the party. 
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This is an example of a “metaphor”, therefore. 

For ‘juxtaposition’ we need to look at an utterance like number 11: 

11) Joe likes himself. 

When said in a conversation about a 3rd person this sentence has no contradictions within itself. 

However, if Joe says it about himself and in the discourse are mentioned “feathers”, this sentence 

creates an irony or comic effect. In the case of juxtaposition “incompatible entities are held 

together in attention for simultaneous viewing; a higher level unity is formed by drawing a 

perimeter around disparate contents” (Talmy 1977, 620) 

Framing in Politics 

G. Lakoff (2002 and 2004) brought the idea of frame from cognitive science into analyzing 

political discourse and introducing practical suggestions on public speaking. According to him 

when somebody names a frame or gives its attributes in our mind it evokes the whole frame. For 

example, mentioning the name ‘Polly’ and ‘crackers’ activates the frame “parrot”. The listener 

visualizes a talking bird of different colors, a cage, and possibly this bird eating crackers. He 

speculated that the usage of frames dramatically contributed to the success of the Republican 

Party in the United States. So he came up with practical suggestions for using the frames in 

political speeches. 

“Moral 1: Every word evokes a frame. … 
Moral 2: Words defined within a frame evoke the frame. … 
Moral 3: Negating a frame evokes the frame. … 
Moral 4: Evoking a frame reinforces that frame.” (Lakoff 2006, Simple framing) 

 
For example, if someone wants to change a view on a problem, negating the already 

existing frame will just reinforce it; instead, the issue should be reframed. That was the case in 

President Nixon’s speech “I’m not a crook”: the more he negated the frame, the more it got 

associated with him. 
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Lakoff (2002, 2003, 2006) singled out several frames frequently used by the Republicans. 

One of them is “tax relief”. 

For there to be relief, there has to be an affliction, an afflicted party, somebody who 
administers the relief, and an act by which you are relieved of the affliction. The reliever is 
the hero, and anybody who tries to stop them is the bad guy intent on keeping the affliction 
going. So, add "tax" to "relief" and you get a metaphor that taxation is an affliction, and 
anybody against relieving this affliction is a villain. (Lakoff 2003) 

Another frame is “war on terror”: 

The phrase “War on Terror” was chosen with care. “War” is a crucial term. It evokes a war 
frame, and with it, the idea that the nation is under military attack – an attack that can only 
be defended militarily, by use of armies, planes, bombs, and so on. The war frame includes 
special war powers for the President, who becomes Commander in Chief. It evokes 
unquestioned patriotism, and the idea that lack of support for the war effort is 
treasonous…. The abstract noun, “terror”, names not a nation or even people, but an 
emotion and the acts that create it. A “war on terror” can only be metaphorical. Terror 
cannot be destroyed by weapons or signing a peace treaty. A war on terror has no end. 
(Lakoff 2006, February 28) 

Lakoff argues that the word “terror” having a component of the meaning “fear” is used to create 

fear in the listener. 

One of the central metaphors of political discourse, according to Lakoff, is “family”.  

While progressives adopt “the nurturant parent” frame, Republicans use “the strict father” model. 

In the “strict father” model the world is viewed as dangerous and competitive. Children are born 

bad and it is father who shows example, teaches what is moral and what is not and punishes 

when it’s necessary. Mother’s role is secondary, she is supposed to support the father and 

comfort the children. She can have a potentially bad influence on the child, since mothers can 

spoil children with too much love; the child gets what it didn’t deserve.  The father is supposed 

to prepare the child for the outside competitive world where there are winners and losers. Only 

people with strong morality can succeed in life. Hence, competition is viewed as a good thing, 

since it rewards the good guys and punishes bad and lazy. In this model, rich people are good 

since they are disciplined and earned their wealth with hard work. If you are poor, on the other 
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hand, it means that you aren’t moral enough. Everyone should act from a self-interest point of 

view in self-disciplined fashion: in this case everyone moves towards ones own happiness. So 

when this model is applied to a nation, roles distribute in the following way: President is a “strict 

father” and “nation” is his children. There is also a hierarchy of morality: “God above man, man 

above nature, adults above children, Western culture above non-Western culture, America above 

other nations… men above women, white above non-whites, Christians above non-Christians, 

straights above gays” (Lakoff 2004, 82). This model results in a specific approach to the main 

political issues: foreign politics, taxes, environment, social programs and economy. In order to 

create an effective speech, a politician has to build the speech on the morality that fits bests 

his/her interests and frame the problem according to this morality. So far Republicans have been 

very successful in framing their issues according to ‘Strict Father’ morality, which reflected in 

the elections. According to Lakoff people vote their identities and not self-interest; that is why 

for a politician to express his/her moral views is more important than to deliver their stance on a 

set of issues. This ‘moral’ approach allowed Republicans to win the “swing” votes too, since 

most people share or at least are familiar with both worldviews (a person can be strict father at 

home, and nurturant parent at work and vise versa). So it is possible to activate a moral view on 

the problem, and get people to vote in the desired way when using frames while presenting the 

issue.  

The idea of influencing people through discourse is developed in the works of Van Dijk 

(2006). He distinguishes between persuasion and manipulation, which is “illegitimate in a 

democratic society, because it reproduces or may reproduce inequality” (Van Dijk 2006, 363–

364). According to him, manipulation of people’s opinions usually relies on an incomplete or 

total lack of knowledge (hence inability to make counter-arguments), norms and values, strong 
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emotions (events that evoke them) and social groups. Mental models (frames) created by 

manipulators effect the view of a problem. Van Dijk gives examples of how governments 

influence the perception of immigrants, linking to it such problems as unemployment, violence 

and crime. 

However, not everyone believes in the power of frames. Herbert (2006), an op-ed 

columnist for the New York Times, thinks that “straight talk”, being truthful and direct to the 

audience, is more effective than using frames, which he considers as abstract concepts. Although 

this view appeals to common sense, it fails to capture the complexity of cognitive behavior. 

Research Question 

The studies of frames that have been done so far often have a theoretical rather than data-

driven nature. This study is a step towards data-based studies that need to be done in the future. 

At the same time, although there are a number of concepts that are close to frames (association, 

metaphor or semantic field), ‘frame’ seems to bring sometimes deeper and sometimes different 

understandings of the matter of text interpretation, since it builds predictions of the text 

perception that spreads on the whole language community. The concept of frames also opens 

new doors for understanding cognitive processes of knowledge storage, speech interpretation and 

understanding of experience in general. 

The literature review demonstrated gaps between studies of practical application of frames 

and their power. So far frames were analyzed only within one speech community (i.e., within 

U.S.); however, this context is not always the case in real life, since texts get to be interpreted by 

speakers of languages different than the source language. This study addresses three of questions 

related to this issue. 

1. What happens with the frames of the original text when it is translated into 
another language? 
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2. What is the best way to preserve the frames in the translated text? 

3. How does the mismatch of frame networks between two languages influence text 
perception and interpretation? 

The hypothesis for this analysis is that because of the mismatch of the two language codes 

and subconscious nature of frames, mental structures during the translation are overlooked by the 

translator and, as a result, are either lost or substituted by similar structures resulting in a shift in 

the meaning. 

 

Chapter 1 of this paper has given a general overview of the study. Chapter 2 has covered a 

review of the literature on ‘frames’ and advancements in the domain of translation studies. It also 

presents the research questions for this study. In Chapter 3 methodology and materials used in 

this study are discussed. Chapter 4 of this paper focuses on the analysis of specific frames from 

the State of the Union address: family, war on terror, tax relief, September the 11th, and Ground 

Zero, as well as values delivered through the frames. This Chapter also discusses the question of 

how these frames have been translated into Russian. Chapter 5 summarizes the results of this 

study and suggests questions for further research. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

Data Analysis 

To explore the question of translatability of frames and their perception by different speech 

communities it was decided to analyze a text and the way it was translated into another language 

(Russian). The chosen text had to rely on frames in its expressive power (like poetry and 

literature) and its ability to influence people’s opinion. Hence, it was decided to use a text from 

political public speeches. It was desirable as well that the text be built on a particular worldview. 

Since many texts implement both (i.e., frames and conveying a worldview) the main criterion for 

the original text was its clarity regarding frames and worldview; this would allow this research to 

focus on the way the text is translated, rather than how the original text is built. The speech by 

George W. Bush, the State of the Union Address, seems to satisfy this parameter; the speaker 

tends to use frames discussed by Lakoff like ‘tax relief’, ‘war on terror’, and ‘September 11th’. 

At the same time, throughout the text Bush activates the ‘Strict Father’ worldview using different 

discourse tools. This speech, unlike many other texts produced by the same speaker, seems to 

cover a number of topics ranging from foreign affairs to the U.S. economy. On one hand, the 

variety of topics allows exploration of how the worldview is communicated in different domains 

of political life of a country. On the other hand, it also gives the researcher the possibility to 

explore framing of different issues. This text contains the largest number of frames discussed by 

Lakoff, which, again, allows focusing on the translation and comparison as opposed to the 

building of the source text. 

In order to see what choices the translator makes and what these choices add to the 

meaning of the text, first, there should have been singled out options of translation of the same 

item. It became apparent that the translator of the State of the Union Address was trying to be 
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close to the original text, preserving when possible syntactic constructions, lexical items and 

their grammatical categories. In many places, it was almost word-for-word translation. After 

obtaining sets of options for translating one and the same frame (from multilingual dictionary 

ABBY Lingvo and from the State of the Union Address), these sets of possibilities were used to 

evaluate translators choices in the translation of State of the Union Address; they were analyzed 

in regards to worldview and constructed frames, with their function in the text and their effect on 

the reader in order to see whether they match the original equivalents. If not, then the new frame 

was analyzed to see what new meaning of the text emerges with the change of the frame. 

Hence, this study is a comparative analysis of two texts: the State of the Union Address 

and its translation into Russian. Frame analysis, in this paper, relies on the approach suggested 

by Lakoff (2003, 2004, 2006). In his works he gives interpretations for such frames as ‘tax 

relief’, ‘war on terror’, ‘September 11th’ and family metaphor. Russian frames were suggested 

based on online multilingual dictionary ABYY Lingvo and encyclopedic entries from Wikipedia. 

Using online resources was, on one hand, a matter of convenience and, on the other hand, gave 

information that reflected native speakers perception of the languages (Russian and English) (the 

case with Wilipedia). Information in online resources is being constantly updated and gives more 

current data than published encyclopedias and dictionaries. Entries in Wikipedia can be modified 

by readers; this gives more accurate speakers’ perspective on the meanings of words. The online 

dictionary uses newspaper titles as examples of translation, which helps in understanding of 

current trends of translation. 

Data Collection 

This study analyses speeches by George W. Bush, in particular the State of the Union 

Address and its translation into Russian. The original speech is taken from the website of the 

White House; it is put there together with some photos of the president giving the speech, with 
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sound file and video recording, so site viewers can both read, listen to and see how the president 

delivered the Address. On the borders of the page there are links to other speeches of the 

president and titles of the recent press conferences, releases and news of the White House. 

The Russian translation is taken from the website of InoSMI, which is an independent 

Internet project that reviews over 600 regular overseas publications and posts and translates into 

Russian the most notable, representative and outstanding articles. The focus of interest is not 

only articles about Russia; the goal is to deliver a wide variety of information that received 

significant attention abroad. The Chief Editor of InoСМИ takes responsibility for the quality of 

the translation; however, he admits that there may be limitations to the quality of posted 

information due to large amounts of data and time constraints (from a press conference given by 

Yaroslav Ognev, editor in chief). He also claims that his political views have no influence on his 

work: there is no attempt to present any specific point of view. That is also why the site does not 

try to write analytical articles, but just translates already published overseas articles. The only 

censure for this project is claimed to be the quality and the material; there is no political line of 

the Editors nor do the leaders of the project influence the choice of the posted information. 

The presentation of the translated text on the Russian web page is different from that of the 

source speech. The text is surrounded by titles of articles on current events that are changed 

every day. At the bottom of the article there are links to additional information on the same topic 

(analytical articles) and a link for discussion and comments. The president’s pictures that 

accompany the source text and its translation are not identical, although both are portraits. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPARISON OF THE TEXTS 

‘Nation as a Family’ and ‘I’ vs. ‘They’ 

In the book Moral politics, Lakoff (2002) argues that people vote their identities and not 

their interests. So far, Republicans have been very successful at delivering their moral stance on 

a set of issues. To do that they rely on communicating their family values. ‘Nation as a Family’ 

metaphor allows implementing family values in politics. This metaphor (when the nation is 

viewed as a family) is deeply rooted in American culture. The president is regarded as a father of 

the nation and the American people are his children. This idea is realised in the concept of 

“Founding Fathers”, where the leaders are parents and people in the nation are children. Both 

Democrats and Republicans share this metaphor. The difference is in the organization and 

principles of this ‘family’: Democrats use a ‘Nurturant parent’ model, while for Republicans 

emplement a ‘Strict father’ model. 

In Russian culture, the nation also used to be percived as a family; for example, the czar 

was refered to as ‘dad’ (царь-батюшка/czar-dad). During the Soviet era, the General Secretary 

of the State was called ‘the father of the nations’ and republics of the USSR were refered to as 

brothers and sisters. Although the ‘nurturant’ model is present in Russian society in general, it is 

significantly reduced in politics. Most political leaders had an ‘iron hand’ and ruled the country 

through establishing and demonstrating his/her power (czars like Ivan IV, Peter the Great and 

Katerina II as well as Soviet leaders, Lenin and Stalin). Even now people are looking for this 

type of person for the head of the government. However, the whole nation as a family metaphor 

has significantly disappeared or been modified since the 1980s and a new paradigm hasn’t been 

established yet. At this point Russian people perceive the nation as a very big unorganized 

family, where parents neglect their childern (because of the lack of time and desire to care for 
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them), and where parents act in their self-interest disregarding interests of children. This model 

of a “family” shows the gap between politicians and ordinary people that is present in Russian 

culture; and it is most likely to be implemented by Russian speakers for interpretation of 

government-people relationships in texts from another country. 

One of the ways in which the ‘nation as a family’ metaphor manifests itself in a text (oral 

or written) is through grouping or confining the space, dividing people into ‘me’, ‘you’, ‘us’ and 

‘they’. In the speeches by G.W.Bush, this opposition is created through the use of pronouns, 

syntax, and word and sentence semantics. Throughout the text the speaker positions himself 

differently depending on the subgoal: 

• He separates himself from everyone else (‘I’). 

• He puts himself and his government in one group and opposes it to the people of the 
country. 

• He associates himself with the rest of the family (‘our country’, ‘our nation’). 

For example, in the following utterance, there is ‘I—we’ (me and the nation) opposition. 

Shannon, I assure you and all who have lost a loved one that our cause is just, and our 
country will never forget the debt we owe Michael and all who gave their lives for 
freedom. 

‘I’ is used here to stress personal responsibility and power behind a promise; ‘you and all who 

lost a loved one’ creates a community that this promise is given to, and although the President in 

fact adresses not only this group of people, but the whole nation, singling out this group activates 

the September 11 frame and appeals to people’s emotions; by stressing ‘I’ in the beginning the 

speaker makes the phrase ‘our cause’ to be read as ‘the cause of me and my government’. 

However, putting it in one row with ‘our country’ and specifying the group ‘who lost the loved 

one’ makes a shift towards making this cause be peceived as ‘the cause of the whole nation’. 

This phrase is translated into Russian as ‘all, which lost’ «всех, которые потеряли», которые 
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is a word used to single out a group within another group, so in the Russian translation the 

promise is made actually only to the people who lost relatives and not to the whole nation. 

Throughout the text Bush favors possessive pronouns as specifiers of nouns, as opposed to 

using articles. This emphasises the meaning of ‘them’ and ‘us’ in the usage of usually neutral 

determiners. The following utterance provides an example of it: 

The men and women of our Armed Forces have delivered a message now clear to every 
enemy of the United States: Even 7,000 miles away, across oceans and continents, on the 
mountaintops and in caves—you will not escape the justice of this nation. 

It is expected that the speaker would use ‘our nation’ instead of ‘this nation’. However, instead 

of creating a unity in the second part of the utterance he created a distance between him/his 

words and the nation, to give an outsider’s perception of the message and of the country. 

Before looking at the Russian interpretation, it is important to comment on a syntactic 

difference between Russian and English: while English (countable) nouns require a determiner 

(an article or a possessive/demonstrative pronoun) in the Russian language there are no articles. 

So the only possible determiners are pronouns; hence it is very common to see nouns without 

any determiner. Another comment on Russian is related to stylistics: Russian speakers are 

encouraged to avoid unnecessary repetition of words. For example, T.Efimova (2004), 

discussing the nature of mistakes and the culture of written and oral speech says: “Типичной 

речевой ошибкой является и неоправданный повтор слов…  Сначала мы слышим рассказ 

самого писателя. Этот рассказ о вопросах, мучавших его”. (A typical stylistic mistake is 

the unjustified repetition of words….  e.g., First we hear the narration of the author himself. This 

is the narration about the questions that tortured him”[translated by the author]). In this example 

the repetition of ‘narration’ sounds awkward; the inability to find synonyms is considered to be a 

sign of inarticulate speech and lack of vocabulary. ‘Repetition’ is understood as both: using the 

same lexical item and using another lexical item with the same root. Repetitions, however, can 
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be used as a stylistic device, usually accompanied by specific syntactic structures like 

parallelism. In English, on the other hand, restrictions on lexical repetitions represent individual 

preference rather than an official guideline for style. These differences between the two 

languages represent a problem for translation. In the text under consideration, Bush often uses 

parallel constructions and repetition of the pronouns (I, we, our); when several utterances within 

a paragraph start with “our”, this creates a certain rethorical effect, making the speech more 

organized and helps to draw parallels and stress certain information (reinforce the frame).  

Shannon, I assure you and all who have lost a loved one that our cause is just, and our 
country will never forget the debt we owe Michael and all who gave their lives for 
freedom. 

Our cause is just, and it continues.  Our discoveries in Afghanistan confirmed our worst 
fears, and showed us the true scope of the task ahead.  We have seen the depth of our 
enemies' hatred in videos, where they laugh about the loss of innocent life. 

Г-жа Шэннон, я заверяю Вас и всех, которые потеряли любимых, что наше дело 
правое, и наша страна никогда не забудет тот долг, который у нас есть перед 
Майклом и всеми, кто отдал свою жизнь за свободу. 

Наше дело правое, и мы его продолжаем. То, что мы обнаружили в Афганистане, 
подтвердило самые худшие наши опасения и показало нам истинный масштаб 
стоящей перед нами задачи. Мы видели на видеопленках всю глубину ненависти 
наших врагов, когда они смеялись по поводу утраты безвинных жизней.  

‘Our’ and ‘us’ are used 9 times in these two English paragraphs and 11 times in Russian 

translation; neither 9 nor 11 is acceptable in Russian language. The interpreter was bound to use 

an extra ‘us’ in “the task ahead of us” because of the verb valence requirement (the phrase 

‘ahead’ in Russian needs specification ‘ahead of what/whom’). The interpreter inserted the 

second ‘extra’ ‘we’ in “Our cause is just and it continues.” This is a set expression in the Russian 

language, so the translator probably produced it in the translation as unanalyzed chunk. In this 

abstract ‘our’ in English creates an opposition with “they”; it unites the audience. In the 

translation “our” is substituted by “we” (“мы”) (second sentence second paragraph) and the 
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syntax of the phrase that ‘our’ is a part of is changed too (the Russian interpretation uses focus 

structure That, what we found in Afghanistan…[translated by the author of this thesis]). While in 

English such repetition strengthens the family frame and reinforces the idea that the deeds of the 

President and his people are actually the deeds of the whole nation, in Russian, it acquires an 

inarticulate stylistic flavor and creates an image of a person who puts his own interests ahead of 

everyone else’s and talks a lot about himself (Lakoff (2004) argues that nations are viewed as 

people that have characters and motives like human individuals). In half of the cases where ‘our’ 

is used in the Russian translation precisely following the original Bush speech (with ‘our’ as a 

required determiner), it carries emphatic stress, since in neutral speech in most of these cases the 

Russian speaker would use nouns without any determiner (i.e., possessive pronoun). 

Overall throughout the text, Bush reinforces the idea that he and the rest of the nation are 

one entity. Another important feature of this text is that the President frames his decisions as 

decisions of the nation by using pronouns (‘we will…’ and ‘our country’) and nouns (‘America’ 

and ‘Americans’). In the opposition to this one entity are the enemies of the president and the 

country. ‘We’ and ‘they’ are framed in terms of ‘Good’ and ‘Evil’: everything related to the 

American nation the President describes as good, right, positive, high, moral; everything 

concerned with enemies is represented as bad, wrong, negative, low and immoral; for example, 

“our cause is just”, American troops have “courage and skills”, “outlaw regimes”, “a terrorist 

underworld”, and the terrorist allies are the “axis of evil”, “terrorist parasites”. The most 

representative example of this opposition in this text is in the following excerpt: 

The American flag flies again over our embassy in Kabul. Terrorists who once occupied 
Afghanistan now occupy cell at Guantanamo Bay. And terrorist leaders who urged 
followers to sacrifice their lives are running for their own. 

In the frame of the ‘flag’, there are such components as straight tall mast; a flag flying high 

represents one’s pride and success, while lowered it stands for one’s sorrow. A country’s flag is 
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also the symbol of the whole country. So here we are getting the meaning that the America 

stands straight with its head high. On the other hand, cells activate a frame of prison, wrongness, 

and darkness, and this frame is attached to the nation’s enemies. This opposition is also 

supported by the syntax of the paragraph; it is divided into two parts: first is aboout ‘us’, second 

about ‘them’. Sentences about terrorists are also built in two parts: ‘now’ and ‘then’, which is 

supported by the repetition of the verb ‘occupy’ and a pair of pronouns ‘their’ and ‘their own’. In 

the Russian translation, although the general frame is preserved, the opposition is weakened by 

the change of the verb ‘оккупировали’(occupied) and ‘являются обитателями’ (are the 

habitants) and, because the translator decided to preserve the syntactic opposition, the sentence 

sounds a little awkward.  

‘Strict Father’ Morality 

Although ‘strict father’ morality is close to the Russian idea of ‘a strict father’ (dominant 

in politics), Russian and American moral views of what is good and bad within these models do 

not completely ovelap; differences in moral priorities represent a problem for adequate 

translation. Although this paper makes some comparisons of moral values between American 

and Russian cultures, it will not be attempted to give a full overview of their similarities and 

differences. However, there linguistic-sociological and philosophical studies in this domain have 

started. Pokrovskij and Lapin singled out sets of values for each culture. For American culture, 

George Lakoff gives a hierachy of Conservative morality that moves from God to humans and 

animals; this hierachy is realised in different issues, for example, the enviroment, foreign affairs, 

minorities and religions. In these texts ‘moral hierachy’ is represented in the approach to foreign 

politics. According to Lakoff, in the “strict father” model America is viewed as more moral than 

other countries. In following example this approach is implemented: 
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America will lead by defending liberty and justice because they are right and true and 
unchanging for all people everywhere. 

Америка будет вести за собой остальных, защищая свободу и правосудие, потому 
что они правильны и справедливы, они неизменны для всего рода людского. 

Here Bush first creates a frame of ‘the leader’, who is usually powerful, strong, right, and able to 

tell right from wrong (those who are led, at the same time, are weak, dependent and needing 

guidance). Then Bush reinforces ‘Good’ and ‘Bad’ opposition that we duscussed before: he 

talked about rightness and truthfulness where America is said to be right by defending “justice 

and liberty”, which makes opponents and anyone who disagrees with these actions wrong. 

In this text, Bush frames America as a ‘leader’ assigning to it all expected positive 

leadership qualities. Framing the problem in this way also introduces opposition as natural and 

opponents as people staying in the way of progress and good changes; those people are 

physically or morally not strong enough (leaders go first and usually have to face opposition that 

is trying to undermine its authority and resist moving forward). In the following example, other 

governments are framed as dependent and not being able to cope with difficult situations: 

But some governments will be timid in the face of terror. And make no mistake about it: If 
they do not act, America will. 

Однако некоторые правительства стушевались перед лицом террора. 
Пожалуйста, имейте в виду: если они не начнут действовать, тогда это сделает 
Америка. 
 

It is interesting that in all this cases Bush uses the noun ‘America’ as opposed to other 

possibilities (for example ‘we’). By saying ‘America will…’ he activates the frame of ‘America’ 

as a country with its boundaries, flag, anthem and all its values (like freedom and independence), 

which appeals to American patriotism. In the State of the Union address the president often 

opposes America to all other countries either as a leader, an example or as a receiver of the 

message as in the following example: 
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And all nations should know:  America will do what is necessary to ensure our nation's 
security. 

И Bсе нации должны знать: Америка сделает все, что необходимо для обеспечения 
безопасности нашей нации. 

The illocutionary force of this statement is ambiguous: it can be treated as a warning or as a 

threat. Proper interpretation relies on non-verbal cues that are absent in the written text and 

consequently in its translation (that keeps the ambiguity and leaves it up to the reader to choose 

one of the meanings). Hence, in the Russian text this statement can be interpreted as aggressive 

towards other nations. 

In all these examples, the president portrays America as a moral example to other 

countries, assigning it good qualities of the leader, putting it on the top of the ‘Moral hierachy’. 

While in English it appeals to American patriotism, when translated into Russian, it becomes a 

statement of superiority. In Russian culture, however, being modest and humble is viewed as a 

traditional value; one should wait for others to say good things about him/her; it is immoral to 

say good things about oneself. Hence, positive values become negative in the translated text and 

America as a person is viewed as selfish, self-centered and even aggressive in protecting itself.  

On the grammarical level, this moral authority position is supported by the usage of the 

verbs ‘must’ and ‘will’: 

And America and our allies must not, and will not, allow it. 

И Америка вместе с нашими союзниками не должна и не станет это допускать. 

‘Must’ in both languages is a strong modal verb that is usually avoided in neutral speech. The 

verb ‘will’, however, in English is used to form the future tense and can be unmarked. This 

unmarked ‘will’ would be translated into Russian by ‘будет’. In this text the interpreter uses the 

word ‘станет’ which is a considerably stronger synonym. Hence, the presence of such strong 
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words as ‘must’ throughout the text, in the absence of established and agreed on moral 

superiority, turns what is understood in the English text as moral authority into dictatorship. 

One of the features of a frame, mentioned by Lakoff, is that denying a frame actually 

activates it. In this text there is an example of it, which becomes even sharper when it acts 

together with the previously discussed differences in moral hierarchy:  

We have no intention of imposing our culture. 

Мы не имеем намерения навязывать нашу культуру. 

Imposing American culture is one of the components of the frame “the moral superiority of the 

USA.” So by negating this attribute the speaker evokes the frame and makes it stronger. This act 

contradict the speakers intention and plays against him. 

 Another component of the ‘Strict father’ morality expressed in this text is the attitude 

towards work. According to this world view, it is moral to work hard; people who work hard 

succeed in life; people, who don’t work, shouldn’t get things that they don’t deserve. That is why 

Bush puts such an emphasis on “good jobs”: 

Americans who have lost their jobs need our help and I support extending unemployment 
benefits and direct assistance for health care coverage. Yet, American workers want more 
than unemployment checks – they want a steady paycheck. When America works, America 
prospers, so my economic security plan can be summed up in one word:  jobs. 

The speaker explicitly states that it is not the unempoyement benefits that America needs to 

prosper but good jobs. “Good jobs” is repeated multiple times in the text to appeal to the people 

to share this value, which in the Russian transnation is read slightly differently. According to 

Russian values, a person should be hardworking; however, it does not make a reference to 

his/her job. “Good jobs” in American culture activates such notions as pay check, social security, 

social status, taxes, health benefits, promotion. In the Russian culture, ‘good jobs’ is an 

ambiguous term that would be defined differently depending on the speaker. This difference is 
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related to the ongoing in the U.S. debate about unemployement, immigrants and jobs going 

overseas. In the U.S. it is an established discourse, while in Russia, inspite of having similar 

problems, the discourse has not been established in this way. Hence, in the Russian text these 

words are interpreted as abstract, potencially emty promises of uncpecified ‘good’. 

 

 

Let us now look at some other frames found in the text. According to Lakoff, frames can 

be activated either through the name of the frame (‘parrot’) or through its attributes (‘polly’, 

‘cracker’, ‘talking bird’). When translating into another language, the hardest task for the 

interpreter is to translate a frame that is activated through the name, for example, ‘tax relief’ or 

‘war on terror’ since, although the mental structure exists, it might not have a name parallel to 

that in the source language (creating a shift in meaning) or there are constraints in the target 

language for using the name.  

War on Terror 

One of the frames discussed by Lakoff is “war on terror”, and it is also one of the centeral 

issues in the chosen speeches. The analysis of texts showed two regular translations for this word 

combination: война с террором (“war on terror”) and война с терроризмом (“war on 

terrorism”). For example, from the State of the Nation Address:   

Америка и Афганистан сегодня являются союзниками против террора.  

America and Afghanistan are now allies against terror.  

Another interesting example is drawn from the Presidents speech on the Middle East:  

Все государства должны держать свои обещания, данные в ходе голосования в 
Организации Объединенных наций, и активно противодействовать терроризму во 
всех его проявлениях. Ни одна страна не имеет права искать и выбирать себе 
друзей среди террористов. 
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All states must keep their promise, made in a vote in the United Nations to actively oppose 
terror in all its forms. No nation can pick and choose its terrorist friends. 

In this paragraph both words “terror” and “terrorist” are used but in Russian text these cases are 

translated by терроризму and террорист (“terrorism” and “terrorist”). 

The first word in this frame is “war”; it is usually translated in the Russian with the word 

“война”. Like the English equivalent, it evokes a frame of a violent conflict with patriotism, 

arms, blood, deaths, and soldiers’ sacrifices. In Russian culture the idea of the defense of one’s 

motherland is also very important, since war is closely associated with the frame of World War 

II, where there is an aggressor that invades other countries (Germans/Hitler) and a defender of 

the motherland (the whole nation). So when this frame is applied to the war on Iraq, there 

emerges an ambiguous interpretation:  

• Terror invaded the U.S. and now the nation leads a defensive war on its territory. 
• The U.S. invaded Iraq to fight terror (something abstract and imaginary/unreal). 
 

It isn’t clear who is the good guy and who is the bad. This ambiguity emerges from the 

strong connection in the Russian frame between the invader being a bad guy and the invaded 

party being a good guy standing for his/her interests. The only morally justified war for Russians 

is a defensive war. The frame ‘war on terror’ leaves freedom for ambiguity; hence, the mismatch 

of frames “war” in the two languages can potentially evoke a subconscious “negative” meaning 

unfavorable to the US point of view. 

The input of the word “terror” makes another change in the frame. It looks like война с 

террором (“war on terror”) preserves the frame from the source text and the second way of 

translation (война с терроризмом “war on terrorism”) ignores it. However, the Russian word 

террор “terror” doesn’t have the same components of meaning as the frame in English evoked 

by “terror”. Lakoff argues that the word “terror” is chosen to play on peoples’ subconscious fears 
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and that this component of the meaning is very important in the frame. The Russian equivalent of 

“terror” is not built on ‘fear’, although it has this component of meaning. The part, absent in the 

English frame, is ‘aggression’; usually ‘terror’ can be defined as: 

применение силы или угроза ее применения в политических или экономических 
целях, осуществляемая сильнейшей стороной (обычно государством) по отношению 
к слабейшей. Обратная практика—применение силы или угроза ее применения 
слабейшей стороной по отношению к сильнейшей—называется терроризмом... 

Террор является одной из форм политических репрессий и одним из методов 
политической борьбы. 

The use of force or a threat to use it to reach political and economics goals, conducted by 
the strong side (usually the state) towards the weak side of the conflict. The reverse 
practice of the use of force or a threat to use it by the weak side towards the strong side is 
called terrorism… 

Terror is one form of political repression and is one form of political fighting. 

 This distinction in Russian between ‘terror’ and ‘terrorism’ makes the frame ‘war on terror’ 

different; this frame turns into “war on aggression conducted by the state”, which aggravates the 

ambiguity created by the frame of “war”. This results in a hazy meaning and lack of expressive 

force of the word combination. The whole frame doesn’t appeal to the audience since its 

meaning is ambiguous and unclear and looks like a game of words. Native speakers of Russian 

prefer to reframe it, for example, like ‘oil war’ in the name of the article “USA—Iraq war for oil 

dollars?” (Kotolov 2003). 

The distribution of the two possible translations of “war on terror” apparently depends on 

the esthetic preferences of the interpreter as well. The translator of State of the Union Address 

did a precise translation that almost word for word preserves lexical items of the original text, 

while ignoring the rhetoric side of it. The frame ‘war on terror’ established in Russian news and 

translation practice (following the first translation of this frame) doesn’t have the same effect as 

the English equivalent. The other possibility of substituting it with words like ‘terrorist’ and 
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‘terrorism’ can be explained through a native Russian speaker’s sense of semantic compatibility, 

since the government can lead a war with terrorism (attacks on the government through force), 

but not with terror (something a bad government does to its enemies/people). 

In the English text, this frame is reinforced by the multiple repetition of the word ‘terror’, 

as well as through the use of other words that support the motive of fear: there is developed a 

whole ‘world’ of terror that can have a “face”, have “terror training camps”, have regimes that 

“support” and “export” it; there are also words like “dangers”, “dangerous killers”, “murders”, 

and “outlaw regimes”. In the Address there are cases where the word “terror” is used in every 

sentence. For example:  

Iran aggressively pursues these weapons and exports terror, while an unelected few repress 
the Iranian people’s hope for freedom. Iraq continues to flaunt its hostility towards 
America and to support terror. 

When this text is translated into Russian, the reinforcing of a frame simply by repeating its name 

contradicts with style rules that were discussed before: the same words shouldn’t be repeated so 

often, especially not in the neighboring utterances. This makes the speaker sound inarticulate 

having a lack of vocabulary. A possible solution to making this translation work in Russian is to 

activate the frame not by repeating its name, but through mentioning of its attributes, for 

example, how it is done with a case of ‘tax relief’ (see below). 

However, there are examples where the frame ‘war on terror’ is activated without 

mentioning any of these words as in the following abstract: 

We have found diagrams of American nuclear power plants and public water facilities, 
detailed instructions for making chemical weapons, surveillance maps of American cities, 
and thorough descriptions of landmarks in America and throughout the world. 

Here the speaker activates both the frame of fear and the frame of war without mentioning the 

‘war on terror’. “Weapons” and “surveillance maps”, key objects that all are the attributes of 

war, while having it all in one’s home is supposed to support the legitimacy of the threat. 
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Although in the Russian text the frame of ‘war on terror’ is absent, this abstract gets the 

interpretation in the frame of ‘war’, hence, this passage can be considered a more succesful way 

of establishing and activating the frame, rather than naming it. 

‘Tax Relief’ 

The other frame singled out by Lakoff is “tax relief”. In the two paragraphs dedicated to 

this topic in the speech, the expression “tax relief” is used three times and its synonyms were 

used only twice (“reducing tax rates” and “tax cut”). In the Russian translation, these deviations 

are left unnoticeable. However, in two out of five cases, ‘relief’ was translated by the same 

expression “скидка” (discount) and twice with the neutral “снижение” (cut/reduction). While 

the second possibility is quite neutral, the first variant of translation builds a new frame, different 

from the original one: “tax cut/tax relief” is translated as “налоговая скидка”. The word 

“скидка” can be translated into English as a “discount’ and is used very often in the context of 

sales, shopping and the market. It also has a connotation of luck, getting something in an easy 

cheaper way or gamble (“you never know when you can come across a discount”). So ‘tax cut’ 

in the Russian translation is framed as something temporary and a random unpredictable act of 

someone with power. Hence, in this interpretation the role of a chance is associated with the 

government/President and ordinary people have the luck if having their taxes reduced. In this 

example, like in the previous one, in the process of translation, the frame is deformed and 

conveys the wrong connotations. However, once the phrase ‘tax relief’ was translated as 

‘reduction of the tax burden’ (“снижение налогового бремени”), the frame ‘relief’ has been 

activated. The word ‘burden’ is one of the intended components of the ‘relief’ frame; although in 

the Russian language the frame of ‘burden’ has only the affliction as a component of the 

meaning, it has components of ‘something hard being imposed on a person’. Hence, this variant 

of the translation is very close to the English frame of ‘tax relief’ as taxes are portrayed as 
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unnecessary and an unjustified burden on the people. Although the translator doesn’t translate 

here word for word, the overall frame turns out to be more precise. 

‘Regime’ 

Another of the frames created in the President’s speeches in a reference to Saddam 

Hussein’s government and supported by the media is “regime”. The English word ‘regime’ can 

be regarded as a neutral one, for example, as it is put in Wikipedia: 

A regime … is the set of rules, both formal (for example, a Constitution) and informal 
(Common law, cultural or social norms, etc.) that regulate the operation of government and 
its interactions with the economy and society. For instance, the United States has one of 
the oldest regimes still active in the world, dating to the ratification of the Constitution in 
the 1780s. 

The term need not imply anything about the particular government to which it relates, and 
most political scientists use it as a neutral term. 

In the Russian language, however, this word has negative connotations; it is related to the means 

of exercising political power, legitimacy of the government and political freedoms; a democratic 

regime as opposed to tyranny, authoritarian and totalitarian regimes. ‘Saddam’s regime’ to 

Russian speakers, describes a country that is ruled by a tyrant or group of people that 

illegitimately hold the power while the rest of the country lives in fear for their lives. The frame 

of ‘regime’ is repeated throughout the text, for example:  

This is a regime that has already used poison gas to murder thousands of its own citizens—
leaving the bodies of mothers huddled over their dead children.  This is a regime that 
agreed to international inspections—then kicked out the inspectors. This is a regime that 
has something to hide from the civilized world. 

Этот режим уже применял отравляющее вещество с целью умерщвления тысяч 
собственных граждан - когда тела матерей находили рядышком с их мертвыми 
детьми. Это режим, который согласился на международные инспекции - а затем 
выкинул инспекторов из страны. Это режим, которому есть что скрывать от 
цивилизованного мира. 
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This frame of ‘regime’is reinforced by atributes like “outlaw” and “dangerous” as well as the 

repetition of the name of the frame and descriptive characteristic of a regime as a ‘vilian’. And 

since the word regime exists in both languages, the English “regime” is regularly translated by 

Russian “режим” delivering a stronger negative frame, since in Russian it can not have a neutral 

meaning and always contains negative evaluation as a component of meaning. 

‘September 11’ and ‘Ground Zero’ 

After 9/11 two new frames was created in the U.S. culture: ‘September 11’ and ‘Ground 

Zero’. The first one evokes a picture of the tragedy, victims, terrorist attack, fire fighters and the 

World Trade Center as a symbol of the United States. Ground zero has an association with an 

explosion, a place where the World Trade Center used to be, a place where there was something 

and now there is nothing. A scenario of a terrorist attack is related to both frames. However, in 

the Russian media there is still no set way of translating ‘Ground Zero’ and ‘September 11th’ has 

not been established yet and evokes the script of the tragedy only in a specific context. The term 

suggested by the interpreter of the President’s speech (“эпицентр трагедии” epicenter of the 

tragedy) is quite ambiguous; it does not give enough information either about the place that the 

President talks about or about the tragedy. So while to the American reader the frame establishes 

closeness of the President to his people, showing his familiarity with people’s problems, a 

significant part of the Russian readers will be lost after coming across this expression in 

translation. 

For many Americans, these four months have brought sorrow, and pain that will never 
completely go away.  Every day a retired firefighter returns to Ground Zero, to feel closer 
to his two sons who died there.  At a memorial in New York, a little boy left his football 
with a note for his lost father:  Dear Daddy, please take this to heaven.  I don't want to play 
football until I can play with you again some day. 

The repetition of the ‘September 11th’ frame to the Russian speakers is not always explicit 

enough to evoke the scenario of the terrorist attack, or victims and tragedy, which results in the 
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overall weaker effect on the reader. For example, in the following sentence the speaker relies on 

the frame itself without supporting it with any other clues, which can leave some of the readers 

unclear about the referent event: “September the 11th brought out the best in America, and the 

best in this Congress.”  

Non-verbal Cues 

Van Dijk (2006) talks about manipulation, and ways through which power can be 

established in a text. An important aspect in interpreting texts are visual aids. The President’s 

speech in English is accompanied by pictures, while the Russian translation doesn’t have pictures 

at all or can give different pictures. The difference in these visual aids creates a difference in 

framing of the text. The English text of the President has his portrait on the side. This relates the 

written text to its oral version. At the same time it creates the impression of directness, closeness 

and reliability (the text, ones can see, coming directly from the president and no one (for 

example, people who typed and posted it on the website) stands in between). The absence of the 

picture in the Russian translation takes away the sense of directness; the text is edited and 

somebody’s third opinion intervenes between the speaker and the audience.  

One of the biggest problems for translation is to deliver melody, rhythm and sound effects. 

These devices consiously or subconsiously are used in rhetoric and, hence, in the political 

speeches too. The text under consideration has some cases of alliteration: “And the depth of their 

hatred is equaled by the madness of the destruction they design.”  Almost every word of this has 

a /d/ sound and the whole sentence is dominated by stops. These aggressive sounds help to 

deliever the speaker’s feelings towards terrorists (contempt). When this piece is translated into 

Russian, alletiration is lost entirely and the expressive effect is lost together with it (there is not a 

single /d/ in the interpretation): “И глубина их ненависти сравнима с безумством 

разрушения, которое они планируют” (I glubina nenavisti sravnima s bezumstvom 
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razrusheniya, kotoroe oni planiruyut [transliterated by the author]). This device can be very 

powerful, since all speeches of this kind are translated and foreigners don’t have a chance to hear 

it and use phonetic clues in interpreting the text. Alliteration, however, when properly delivered, 

stays even in the printed text and can still produce its effect. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 

Summary 

The comparative analysis of the original text and its translation into another language 

showed that moral values and attitudes delivered in the original speech are modified during the 

translation. For example, what English speakers may see as a moral authority, becomes a 

statement of superiority. The underlying metaphor of this text is that the world is divided into 

‘Good’ and ‘Evil’, and there is a struggle going on between these forces. The United States is 

fighting on the side of ‘Good’ while terrorists are on the ‘Evil’ side. The speaker, G.W.Bush, 

gives the audience a simple (which means effective) frame for understanding a complex issue 

that is present even in the young members of the culture; it comes from fairy tales and movies. 

As the hearer gets more data, the frame would be enriched with information that fits it. However, 

because of the differences in frames surrounding this issue in Russian culture, the readers of the 

translated text can receive this speech poorly, since the frames do not exactly match.  

Doing exact translation, the translator could not preserve the frames of the original text: 

some of them were modified (‘tax relief’ vs. ‘tax discount’), some were broken (‘war on terror’), 

some were rebuilt (‘reduction of the tax burden’) and some disappeared entirely (‘Ground Zero’). 

Analysis showed that the imprecise on the surface (not word-for-word) translation captures 

frames better than the direct/word-for-word translation (e.g., ‘tax relief’ translated as “tax 

burden”). Hence, the translator has to find ways to deliver the same meaning with different 

grammatical and lexical means or make an attempt of introducing a new frame and hope that it 

will be reinforced by other texts. 

This text is built on strong emotions that are evoked by frames like ‘September 11th’ and 

‘Ground Zero’ and the disappearance of the frames from the text results in a different 
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interpretation of the whole text. Changes in frames may affect the expressive power of the text, 

the power to influence the audience, and consequently distort the portrait of the speaker. This can 

be one of the reasons for the differences in the image of a politician in his/her own country and 

abroad.  

To sum up, through this study were obtained answers on the following research questions 

formulated in Chapter 2: 

1. What happens with the frames of the original text when it is translated into 
another language? 

Frames of the original text are often disregarded by the translator; as a result, they 
are often changed; places where frames are preserved are accidental and 
unconscious. 

2. What is the best way to preserve the frames in the translated text? 

The mismatch between language codes often doesn’t allow word-for-word 
translation together with the preservation of a frame. Style requirements of 
Russian also creates restrictions on word use (no repetition rule). Hence it is better 
to activate a frame through its attributes and not through the name of the frame.   

3. How does the mismatch of frame networks between two languages influence text 
perception and interpretation? 

The study shows that the perception of the text and its author is modified by the 
inaccurate translation of frames. This can lead to an unfavorable image of the 
speaker and distortion of his message. This question, however, requires further 
research to obtain data from the readers of the original text and from readers of its 
translation and see what exactly is different in speakers’ perception on the text.  

 

Results and Further Analysis 

Unfortunately, this paper creates more questions than it actually answers. One of the 

limitations of this study as well as many other papers written on framing is that it is dealing with 

language without actually looking at reactions of native speakers of the languages. This problem 

is related to the inability so far to design a proper methodology for such a study: questionnaires 
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do not give enough data for such a study; protocols are hard to analyze and can be unclear; the 

electronic dial of a “perception analyzer” can give data unrelated to framing. Familiarity of the 

topic and sometimes sensitivity present another problem: most subjects already have a fully 

formed frame for many political issues and politicians themselves (for example G. W. Bush is a 

frame that influences understanding information related to this persona). So studying their 

reaction on an already familiar topic might not give valid results. Creating a valid methodology 

for working with human subjects, however, is essential when studying frames; otherwise it can 

just become speculation or biased analysis depending on the analyst’s worldview.  

Another problem that needs to be solved in this study is accounting for the translator of the 

text, who is both the receiver of the source text and the producer of the decoded text. Any 

translator as uninvolved as he/she wants to be cannot completely avoid showing his/her presence 

in the outcome (as was discussed in the literature review). Hence for proper analysis, the 

translator’s agenda, motives, personal preferences as well as relations to the translated text (topic 

and author) should be taken into consideration. 

In translation studies, the problem of precise over artistic translation has not found a 

solution yet. The idea of a mismatch of frame network in two languages is another argument in 

favor of artistic translation; however, it does not give answers on how exactly it should be done. 

It is just another aspect to keep in mind while translating a text or creating computer software for 

translation. 

Recently, the accuracy of translation of Bush’s speeches has been taken into the hands of 

the U.S. government. For example, Russian language speeches appear on the U.S. embassy 

website, which implies that the translation is authorized and that the author of the source text 

agrees with the way the speech is delivered in another language. However, in these official 
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translations there are the same problems as in the translations done by the news media: the 

presence of frames is ignored and the message delivered in the original text is to a certain extent 

changed. It would be interesting to study to what extent this diviation influences and/or changes 

the perception of the country and effects its image overseas. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE PRESIDENT'S STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS  

THE PRESIDENT:  Thank you very much.  Mr. Speaker, Vice President Cheney, 

members of Congress, distinguished guests, fellow citizens:  As we gather tonight, our nation is 

at war, our economy is in recession, and the civilized world faces unprecedented dangers.  Yet 

the state of our Union has never been stronger.  (Applause.)  

We last met in an hour of shock and suffering.  In four short months, our nation has 

comforted the victims, begun to rebuild New York and the Pentagon, rallied a great coalition, 

captured, arrested, and rid the world of thousands of terrorists, destroyed Afghanistan's terrorist 

training camps, saved a people from starvation, and freed a country from brutal oppression. 

 (Applause.)  

The American flag flies again over our embassy in Kabul.  Terrorists who once occupied 

Afghanistan now occupy cells at Guantanamo Bay.  (Applause.)  And terrorist leaders who urged 

followers to sacrifice their lives are running for their own.  (Applause.)  

America and Afghanistan are now allies against terror.  We'll be partners in rebuilding that 

country.  And this evening we welcome the distinguished interim leader of a liberated 

Afghanistan:  Chairman Hamid Karzai.  (Applause.)  

The last time we met in this chamber, the mothers and daughters of Afghanistan were 

captives in their own homes, forbidden from working or going to school.  Today women are free, 

and are part of Afghanistan's new government.  And we welcome the new Minister of Women's 

Affairs, Doctor Sima Samar.  (Applause.)  

Our progress is a tribute to the spirit of the Afghan people, to the resolve of our coalition, 

and to the might of the United States military.  (Applause.)  When I called our troops into action, 

I did so with complete confidence in their courage and skill.  And tonight, thanks to them, we are 
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winning the war on terror.  (Applause.)  The man and women of our Armed Forces have 

delivered a message now clear to every enemy of the United States:  Even 7,000 miles away, 

across oceans and continents, on mountaintops and in caves—you will not escape the justice of 

this nation.  (Applause.)  

For many Americans, these four months have brought sorrow, and pain that will never 

completely go away.  Every day a retired firefighter returns to Ground Zero, to feel closer to his 

two sons who died there.  At a memorial in New York, a little boy left his football with a note for 

his lost father:  Dear Daddy, please take this to heaven.  I don't want to play football until I can 

play with you again some day.  

Last month, at the grave of her husband, Michael, a CIA officer and Marine who died in 

Mazur-e-Sharif, Shannon Spann said these words of farewell:  "Semper Fi, my love.”  Shannon 

is with us tonight.  (Applause.)  

Shannon, I assure you and all who have lost a loved one that our cause is just, and our 

country will never forget the debt we owe Michael and all who gave their lives for freedom.  

Our cause is just, and it continues.  Our discoveries in Afghanistan confirmed our worst 

fears, and showed us the true scope of the task ahead.  We have seen the depth of our enemies' 

hatred in videos, where they laugh about the loss of innocent life.  And the depth of their hatred 

is equaled by the madness of the destruction they design.  We have found diagrams of American 

nuclear power plants and public water facilities, detailed instructions for making chemical 

weapons, surveillance maps of American cities, and thorough descriptions of landmarks in 

America and throughout the world.  

What we have found in Afghanistan confirms that, far from ending there, our war against 

terror is only beginning.  Most of the 19 men who hijacked planes on September the 11th were 
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trained in Afghanistan's camps, and so were tens of thousands of others.   Thousands of 

dangerous killers, schooled in the methods of murder, often supported by outlaw regimes, are 

now spread throughout the world like ticking time bombs, set to go off without warning.  

Thanks to the work of our law enforcement officials and coalition partners, hundreds of 

terrorists have been arrested.  Yet, tens of thousands of trained terrorists are still at large.  These 

enemies view the entire world as a battlefield, and we must pursue them wherever they are. 

 (Applause.)  So long as training camps operate, so long as nations harbor terrorists, freedom is at 

risk.  And America and our allies must not, and will not, allow it.  (Applause.)  

Our nation will continue to be steadfast and patient and persistent in the pursuit of two 

great objectives.  First, we will shut down terrorist camps, disrupt terrorist plans, and bring 

terrorists to justice.  And, second, we must prevent the terrorists and regimes who seek chemical, 

biological or nuclear weapons from threatening the United States and the world.  (Applause.)  

Our military has put the terror training camps of Afghanistan out of business, yet camps 

still exist in at least a dozen countries.  A terrorist underworld—including groups like Hamas, 

Hezbollah, Islamic Jihad, Jaish-i-Mohammed—operates in remote jungles and deserts, and hides 

in the centers of large cities.  

While the most visible military action is in Afghanistan, America is acting elsewhere.  We 

now have troops in the Philippines, helping to train that country's armed forces to go after 

terrorist cells that have executed an American, and still hold hostages.  Our soldiers, working 

with the Bosnian government, seized terrorists who were plotting to bomb our embassy.  Our 

Navy is patrolling the coast of Africa to block the shipment of weapons and the establishment of 

terrorist camps in Somalia.  
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My hope is that all nations will heed our call, and eliminate the terrorist parasites who 

threaten their countries and our own.  Many nations are acting forcefully.  Pakistan is now 

cracking down on terror, and I admire the strong leadership of President Musharraf.  (Applause.)  

But some governments will be timid in the face of terror.  And make no mistake about it: 

 If they do not act, America will.  (Applause.)  

Our second goal is to prevent regimes that sponsor terror from threatening America or our 

friends and allies with weapons of mass destruction.  Some of these regimes have been pretty 

quiet since September the 11th.  But we know their true nature.  North Korea is a regime arming 

with missiles and weapons of mass destruction, while starving its citizens.  

Iran aggressively pursues these weapons and exports terror, while an unelected few repress 

the Iranian people's hope for freedom.  

Iraq continues to flaunt its hostility toward America and to support terror.  The Iraqi 

regime has plotted to develop anthrax, and nerve gas, and nuclear weapons for over a decade. 

 This is a regime that has already used poison gas to murder thousands of its own citizens—

leaving the bodies of mothers huddled over their dead children.  This is a regime that agreed to 

international inspections—then kicked out the inspectors. This is a regime that has something to 

hide from the civilized world.  

States like these, and their terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the 

peace of the world.  By seeking weapons of mass destruction, these regimes pose a grave and 

growing danger.  They could provide these arms to terrorists, giving them the means to match 

their hatred.  They could attack our allies or attempt to blackmail the United States.  In any of 

these cases, the price of indifference would be catastrophic.  
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We will work closely with our coalition to deny terrorists and their state sponsors the 

materials, technology, and expertise to make and deliver weapons of mass destruction.  We will 

develop and deploy effective missile defenses to protect America and our allies from sudden 

attack.  (Applause.) And all nations should know:  America will do what is necessary to ensure 

our nation's security.  

We'll be deliberate, yet time is not on our side.  I will not wait on events, while dangers 

gather.  I will not stand by, as peril draws closer and closer.  The United States of America will 

not permit the world's most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the world's most destructive 

weapons.  (Applause.)  

Our war on terror is well begun, but it is only begun.  This campaign may not be finished 

on our watch—yet it must be and it will be waged on our watch.  

We can't stop short.  If we stop now—leaving terror camps intact and terror states 

unchecked—our sense of security would be false and temporary.  History has called America 

and our allies to action, and it is both our responsibility and our privilege to fight freedom's fight. 

 (Applause.)  

Our first priority must always be the security of our nation, and that will be reflected in the 

budget I send to Congress.  My budget supports three great goals for America:  We will win this 

war; we'll protect our homeland; and we will revive our economy.  

September the 11th brought out the best in America, and the best in this Congress.  And I 

join the American people in applauding your unity and resolve.  (Applause.)  Now Americans 

deserve to have this same spirit directed toward addressing problems here at home.  I'm a proud 

member of my party—yet as we act to win the war, protect our people, and create jobs in 
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America, we must act, first and foremost, not as Republicans, not as Democrats, but as 

Americans.  (Applause.)  

It costs a lot to fight this war.  We have spent more than a billion dollars a month—over 

$30 million a day—and we must be prepared for future operations.  Afghanistan proved that 

expensive precision weapons defeat the enemy and spare innocent lives, and we need more of 

them.  We need to replace aging aircraft and make our military more agile, to put our troops 

anywhere in the world quickly and safely.  Our men and women in uniform deserve the best 

weapons, the best equipment, the best training—and they also deserve another pay raise. 

 (Applause.)  

My budget includes the largest increase in defense spending in two decades—because 

while the price of freedom and security is high, it is never too high.  Whatever it costs to defend 

our country, we will pay.  (Applause.)  

The next priority of my budget is to do everything possible to protect our citizens and 

strengthen our nation against the ongoing threat of another attack.  Time and distance from the 

events of September the 11th will not make us safer unless we act on its lessons.  America is no 

longer protected by vast oceans.  We are protected from attack only by vigorous action abroad, 

and increased vigilance at home.  

My budget nearly doubles funding for a sustained strategy of homeland security, focused 

on four key areas:  bioterrorism, emergency response, airport and border security, and improved 

intelligence.  We will develop vaccines to fight anthrax and other deadly diseases.  We'll increase 

funding to help states and communities train and equip our heroic police and firefighters. 

 (Applause.)  We will improve intelligence collection and sharing, expand patrols at our borders, 
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strengthen the security of air travel, and use technology to track the arrivals and departures of 

visitors to the United States.  (Applause.)  

Homeland security will make America not only stronger, but, in many ways, better. 

 Knowledge gained from bioterrorism research will improve public health.  Stronger police and 

fire departments will mean safer neighborhoods.  Stricter border enforcement will help combat 

illegal drugs.  (Applause.)  And as government works to better secure our homeland, America 

will continue to depend on the eyes and ears of alert citizens.  

A few days before Christmas, an airline flight attendant spotted a passenger lighting a 

match.  The crew and passengers quickly subdued the man, who had been trained by al Qaeda 

and was armed with explosives.  The people on that plane were alert and, as a result, likely saved 

nearly 200 lives.  And tonight we welcome and thank flight attendants Hermis Moutardier and 

Christina Jones.  (Applause.)  

Once we have funded our national security and our homeland security, the final great 

priority of my budget is economic security for the American people.  (Applause.)  To achieve 

these great national objectives—to win the war, protect the homeland, and revitalize our 

economy—our budget will run a deficit that will be small and short-term, so long as Congress 

restrains spending and acts in a fiscally responsible manner.  (Applause.) We have clear priorities 

and we must act at home with the same purpose and resolve we have shown overseas:  We'll 

prevail in the war, and we will defeat this recession.  (Applause.)  

Americans who have lost their jobs need our help and I support extending unemployment 

benefits and direct assistance for health care coverage.  (Applause.)  Yet, American workers 

want more than unemployment checks—they want a steady paycheck.  (Applause.)  When 
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America works, America prospers, so my economic security plan can be summed up in one 

word:  jobs.  (Applause.)  

Good jobs begin with good schools, and here we've made a fine start.  (Applause.) 

 Republicans and Democrats worked together to achieve historic education reform so that no 

child is left behind.  I was proud to work with members of both parties:  Chairman John Boehner 

and Congressman George Miller.  (Applause.)  Senator Judd Gregg.  (Applause.)  And I was so 

proud of our work, I even had nice things to say about my friend, Ted Kennedy. (Laughter and 

applause.)  I know the folks at the Crawford coffee shop couldn't believe I'd say such a thing—

(laughter)—but our work on this bill shows what is possible if we set aside posturing and focus 

on results.  (Applause.)  

There is more to do.  We need to prepare our children to read and succeed in school with 

improved Head Start and early childhood development programs.  (Applause.)  We must upgrade 

our teacher colleges and teacher training and launch a major recruiting drive with a great goal for 

America:  a quality teacher in every classroom.  (Applause.)  

Good jobs also depend on reliable and affordable energy.  This Congress must act to 

encourage conservation, promote technology, build infrastructure, and it must act to increase 

energy production at home so America is less dependent on foreign oil.  (Applause.)  

Good jobs depend on expanded trade.  Selling into new markets creates new jobs, so I ask 

Congress to finally approve trade promotion authority.  (Applause.)  On these two key issues, 

trade and energy, the House of Representatives has acted to create jobs, and I urge the Senate to 

pass this legislation.  (Applause.)  

Good jobs depend on sound tax policy.  (Applause.)  Last year, some in this hall thought 

my tax relief plan was too small; some thought it was too big.  (Applause.)  But when the checks 
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arrived in the mail, most Americans thought tax relief was just about right.  (Applause.) 

 Congress listened to the people and responded by reducing tax rates, doubling the child credit, 

and ending the death tax.  For the sake of long-term growth and to help Americans plan for the 

future, let's make these tax cuts permanent.  (Applause.)  

The way out of this recession, the way to create jobs, is to grow the economy by 

encouraging investment in factories and equipment, and by speeding up tax relief so people have 

more money to spend.  For the sake of American workers, let's pass a stimulus package. 

 (Applause.)  

Good jobs must be the aim of welfare reform.  As we reauthorize these important reforms, 

we must always remember the goal is to reduce dependency on government and offer every 

American the dignity of a job.  (Applause.)  

Americans know economic security can vanish in an instant without health security.  I ask 

Congress to join me this year to enact a patients' bill of rights—(applause)—to give uninsured 

workers credits to help buy health coverage—(applause)—to approve an historic increase in the 

spending for veterans' health—(applause)—and to give seniors a sound and modern Medicare 

system that includes coverage for prescription drugs.  (Applause.)  

A good job should lead to security in retirement.  I ask Congress to enact new safeguards 

for 401K and pension plans.  (Applause.)  Employees who have worked hard and saved all their 

lives should not have to risk losing everything if their company fails.  (Applause.)  Through 

stricter accounting standards and tougher disclosure requirements, corporate America must be 

made more accountable to employees and shareholders and held to the highest standards of 

conduct.  (Applause.)  
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Retirement security also depends upon keeping the commitments of Social Security, and 

we will.  We must make Social Security financially stable and allow personal retirement 

accounts for younger workers who choose them.  (Applause.)  

Members, you and I will work together in the months ahead on other issues:  productive 

farm policy—(applause)—a cleaner environment—(applause)—broader home ownership, 

especially among minorities—(applause)—and ways to encourage the good work of charities 

and faith-based groups.  (Applause.)  I ask you to join me on these important domestic issues in 

the same spirit of cooperation we've applied to our war against terrorism.  (Applause.)  

During these last few months, I've been humbled and privileged to see the true character of 

this country in a time of testing.  Our enemies believed America was weak and materialistic, that 

we would splinter in fear and selfishness.  They were as wrong as they are evil.  (Applause.)  

The American people have responded magnificently, with courage and compassion, 

strength and resolve.  As I have met the heroes, hugged the families, and looked into the tired 

faces of rescuers, I have stood in awe of the American people.  

And I hope you will join me—I hope you will join me in expressing thanks to one 

American for the strength and calm and comfort she brings to our nation in crisis, our First Lady, 

Laura Bush.  (Applause.)  

None of us would ever wish the evil that was done on September the 11th.  Yet after 

America was attacked, it was as if our entire country looked into a mirror and saw our better 

selves.  We were reminded that we are citizens, with obligations to each other, to our country, 

and to history.  We began to think less of the goods we can accumulate, and more about the good 

we can do.  
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For too long our culture has said, "If it feels good, do it.”  Now America is embracing a 

new ethic and a new creed: "Let's roll.” (Applause.) In the sacrifice of soldiers, the fierce 

brotherhood of firefighters, and the bravery and generosity of ordinary citizens, we have 

glimpsed what a new culture of responsibility could look like.  We want to be a nation that 

serves goals larger than self.  We've been offered a unique opportunity, and we must not let this 

moment pass.  (Applause.)  

My call tonight is for every American to commit at least two years—4,000 hours over the 

rest of your lifetime—to the service of your neighbors and your nation.  (Applause.)  Many are 

already serving, and I thank you.  If you aren't sure how to help, I've got a good place to start. 

 To sustain and extend the best that has emerged in America, I invite you to join the new USA 

Freedom Corps.  The Freedom Corps will focus on three areas of need:  responding in case of 

crisis at home; rebuilding our communities; and extending American compassion throughout the 

world.  

One purpose of the USA Freedom Corps will be homeland security. America needs retired 

doctors and nurses who can be mobilized in major emergencies; volunteers to help police and 

fire departments; transportation and utility workers well-trained in spotting danger.  

Our country also needs citizens working to rebuild our communities.  We need mentors to 

love children, especially children whose parents are in prison.  And we need more talented 

teachers in troubled schools.  USA Freedom Corps will expand and improve the good efforts of 

AmeriCorps and Senior Corps to recruit more than 200,000 new volunteers.  

And America needs citizens to extend the compassion of our country to every part of the 

world.  So we will renew the promise of the Peace Corps, double its volunteers over the next five 
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years—(applause)—and ask it to join a new effort to encourage development and education and 

opportunity in the Islamic world.  (Applause.)  

This time of adversity offers a unique moment of opportunity—a moment we must seize to 

change our culture.  Through the gathering momentum of millions of acts of service and decency 

and kindness, I know we can overcome evil with greater good.  (Applause.)  And we have a great 

opportunity during this time of war to lead the world toward the values that will bring lasting 

peace.  

All fathers and mothers, in all societies, want their children to be educated, and live free 

from poverty and violence.  No people on Earth yearn to be oppressed, or aspire to servitude, or 

eagerly await the midnight knock of the secret police.  

If anyone doubts this, let them look to Afghanistan, where the Islamic "street" greeted the 

fall of tyranny with song and celebration.  Let the skeptics look to Islam's own rich history, with 

its centuries of learning, and tolerance and progress. America will lead by defending liberty and 

justice because they are right and true and unchanging for all people everywhere.  (Applause.)  

No nation owns these aspirations, and no nation is exempt from them.  We have no 

intention of imposing our culture.  But America will always stand firm for the non-negotiable 

demands of human dignity:  the rule of law; limits on the power of the state; respect for women; 

private property; free speech; equal justice; and religious tolerance.  (Applause.)  

America will take the side of brave men and women who advocate these values around the 

world, including the Islamic world, because we have a greater objective than eliminating threats 

and containing resentment.  We seek a just and peaceful world beyond the war on terror.  

In this moment of opportunity, a common danger is erasing old rivalries.  America is 

working with Russia and China and India, in ways we have never before, to achieve peace and 
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prosperity.  In every region, free markets and free trade and free societies are proving their power 

to lift lives.  Together with friends and allies from Europe to Asia, and Africa to Latin America, 

we will demonstrate that the forces of terror cannot stop the momentum of freedom.  (Applause.)  

The last time I spoke here, I expressed the hope that life would return to normal.  In some 

ways, it has.  In others, it never will.  Those of us who have lived through these challenging 

times have been changed by them.  We've come to know truths that we will never question:  evil 

is real, and it must be opposed.  (Applause.)  Beyond all differences of race or creed, we are one 

country, mourning together and facing danger together.  Deep in the American character, there is 

honor, and it is stronger than cynicism.  And many have discovered again that even in tragedy—

especially in tragedy—God is near.  (Applause.)  

In a single instant, we realized that this will be a decisive decade in the history of liberty, 

that we've been called to a unique role in human events.  Rarely has the world faced a choice 

more clear or consequential.  

Our enemies send other people's children on missions of suicide and murder.  They 

embrace tyranny and death as a cause and a creed.  We stand for a different choice, made long 

ago, on the day of our founding.  We affirm it again today.  We choose freedom and the dignity 

of every life. (Applause.)  

Steadfast in our purpose, we now press on.  We have known freedom's price.  We have 

shown freedom's power.  And in this great conflict, my fellow Americans, we will see freedom's 

victory.  

Thank you all.  May God bless.  (Applause.)  
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APPENDIX B 
ОБРАЩЕНИЕ К НАЦИИ ПРЕЗИДЕНТА США ДЖОРДЖА БУША-МЛАДШЕГО  

("THE WHITE HOUSE", США) 

Президент: Большое спасибо. Г-н Спикер, вице-президент Чейни (Cheney), члены 

Конгресса США, уважаемые гости, соотечественники. Сегодня, когда мы здесь собрались, 

наша страна находится в состоянии войны, наша экономика испытывает спад, а 

цивилизованному миру грозят беспрецедентные опасности. Однако положение нашей 

страны никогда не было сильнее. (Аплодисменты.) 

Последний раз мы встречались в момент шока и страдания. За четыре коротких 

месяца наша нация утешила жертвы, начала восстанавливать Нью-Йорк и Пентагон, 

собрала великую коалицию, захватила, арестовала и избавила мир от тысяч террористов, 

уничтожила лагеря подготовки террористов в Афганистане, спасла целый народ от голода 

и освободила целую страну от жестокого подавления. (Аплодисменты.) 

Американский флаг снова развевается над нашим посольством в Кабуле. 

Террористы, которые когда-то оккупировали Афганистан, сегодня являются обитателями 

камер в Гуантанамо-Бей. (Аплодисменты.) А лидеры террористов, которые подстрекали 

своих последователей жертвовать жизнями, сегодня бегут, спасая свои собственные. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Америка и Афганистан сегодня являются союзниками против террора. Мы будем 

партнерами в восстановлении этой страны. И сегодня вечером мы приветствуем 

известного временного лидера освобожденного Афганистана, председателя Хамида 

Карзая (Hamid Karzai). (Аплодисменты.) 

Последний раз, когда мы встречались в этом зале, матери и дочери Афганистана 

были заложниками в своих собственных домах, которым было запрещено работать или 

ходить в школу. Сегодня женщины свободны и входят в состав нового правительства 
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Афганистана. И мы приветствуем нового министра по делам женщин доктора Симу 

Самар (Sima Samar). (Аплодисменты.) 

Наш успех является данью духу американского народа, решимости нашей коалиции 

и могуществу вооруженных сил Соединенных Штатов. (Аплодисменты.) Когда я послал 

наши войска в бой, я сделал это с полной уверенностью в их храбрости и умении. А 

сегодня вечером, благодаря им, мы выигрываем войну с террором. (Аплодисменты.) 

Мужчины и женщины наших вооруженных сил послали сообщение, которое теперь ясно 

каждому врагу Соединенных Штатов: даже за 7000 миль (1 морская миля =1, 853 км), за 

океанами и континентами, на вершинах гор и в пещерах - никто не избежит правосудия 

этой нации. (Аплодисменты.) 

Многим американцам эти четыре месяца принесли горе и боль, которая никогда не 

утихнет полностью. Каждый день один отставной пожарный приходит к эпицентру 

трагедии, чтобы почувствовать себя ближе к двум своим сыновьям, которые там погибли. 

У мемориала в Нью-Йорке один маленький мальчик оставил свой футбольный мяч с 

запиской к своему потерянному отцу: "Дорогой папочка, пожалуйста, возьми это на 

небеса Я не хочу играть в футбол до тех пор, когда однажды смогу снова сыграть вместе с 

тобой”. 

В прошлом месяце у могилы своего мужа, Майкла (Michael), офицера 

Центрального разведывательного управления (ЦРУ) США и морского пехотинца, который 

умер в городе Мазари-Шариф, Шэннон Спэнн (Shannon Spann) сказала такие слова 

прощания: "Всегда верна тебе, моя любовь". Сегодня вечером г-жа Шэннон с нами. 

(Аплодисменты.) 
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Г-жа Шэннон, я заверяю Вас и всех, которые потеряли любимых, что наше дело 

правое, и наша страна никогда не забудет тот долг, который у нас есть перед Майклом и 

всеми, кто отдал свою жизнь за свободу. 

Наше дело правое, и мы его продолжаем. То, что мы обнаружили в Афганистане, 

подтвердило самые худшие наши опасения и показало нам истинный масштаб стоящей 

перед нами задачи. Мы видели на видеопленках всю глубину ненависти наших врагов, 

когда они смеялись по поводу утраты безвинных жизней. И глубина их ненависти 

сравнима с безумством разрушения, которое они планируют. Мы нашли схемы 

американских атомных электростанций и объектов водного хозяйства, подробные 

инструкции по производству химических боеприпасов, планы американских городов и 

подробные описания сооружений исторического значения в Америке и по всему миру. 

То, что мы нашли в Афганистане, подтверждает, что этой страной дело отнюдь не 

закончится, и что фактически война против террора только начинается. Большинство из 

тех 19 человек, которые 11 сентября захватили самолеты, прошли подготовку в лагерях 

Афганистана, как и десятки тысяч других. Тысячи опасных киллеров, которых обучили 

всем способам убийства и которых нередко поддерживают стоящие вне закона режимы, 

сегодня расползлись по всему свету как бомбы, снабженные взрывателем с часовым 

механизмом, который сработает без предупреждения. 

Благодаря усилиям наших правоохранительных ведомств и партнеров по коалиции 

сотни террористов арестованы. Однако десятки тысяч подготовленных террористов все 

еще на свободе. И враги рассматривают весь наш мир как огромное поле боя, и мы 

должны преследовать их, где бы они ни оказались. (Аплодисменты.) Пока действуют 

тренировочные лагеря, пока страны дают приют террористам, свобода находится в 
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опасности. И Америка вместе с нашими союзниками не должна и не станет это допускать. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Наша страна и дальше будет непоколебимой, терпеливой и настойчивой в 

преследовании двух великих целей. Первое, мы закроем террористические лагеря, 

нарушим планы террористов и отдадим террористов в руки закона. И второе, мы должны 

помешать террористам и режимам, которые стремятся к обладанию химическим, 

биологическим или ядерным оружием, угрожать Соединенным Штатам и всему миру. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Наши военные прекратили деятельность тренировочных лагерей террористов в 

Афганистане, однако такие лагеря все еще существуют по меньшей мере в дюжине стран. 

Подпольный мир террористов - включая такие группы, как "Хамас" (Hamas), "Хизбалла" 

(Hezbollah), "Исламский Джихад" (Islamic Jihad) и "Джайши-Мохаммед" (Jaish-i-

Mohammed) - действуют в удаленных джунглях и пустынях, прячутся в центрах крупных 

городов. 

Хотя наиболее заметной военной акцией является операция в Афганистане, Америка 

действует повсюду в мире. Сегодня наши войска находятся на Филиппинах, помогая 

обучать вооруженные силы этой страны тому, как надо находить и обезвреживать 

террористические ячейки, которые казнили одного американца и все еще держат людей в 

заложниках. Наши солдаты, работая с боснийским правительством, захватили 

террористов, которые замышляли взорвать наше посольство. Наш флот патрулирует 

побережье Африки, чтобы помешать переброске морем оружия и созданию 

террористических лагерей в Сомали. 
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Я надеюсь, что все нации прислушаются к нашему призыву и разделяются с 

паразитами-террористами, которые угрожают их странам и нашей стране. Многие нации 

действуют весьма энергично. Пакистан нынче обрушился на террор, и я восхищаюсь 

сильным руководством президента Мушаррафа (Musharraf). (Аплодисменты.) 

Однако некоторые правительства стушевались перед лицом террора. Пожалуйста, 

имейте в виду: если они не начнут действовать, тогда это сделает Америка. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Наша вторая цель - помешать режимам, которые спонсируют террор, угрожать 

Америке или нашим друзьям и союзникам оружием массового поражения (ОМП). 

Некоторые из этих режимов после 11 сентября ведут себя достаточно тихо. Но нам 

известна их истинная натура. Северная Корея - это режим, который вооружается ракетами 

и ОМП, в то же время моря голодом своих граждан. 

Иран активно стремится обладать такими системами оружия и экспортировать 

террор, тогда как те немногие, кого никто не выбирал, подавляют надежду иранского 

народа на свободу. 

Ирак по-прежнему открыто демонстрирует свою враждебность к Америке и 

поддержку террора. Иракский режим вот уже более десятилетия работает над созданием и 

бациллы сибирской язвы, и боевого отравляющего вещества нервно-паралитического 

действия, и ядерного оружия. Этот режим уже применял отравляющее вещество с целью 

умерщвления тысяч собственных граждан - когда тела матерей находили рядышком с их 

мертвыми детьми. Это режим, который согласился на международные инспекции - а затем 

выкинул инспекторов из страны. Это режим, которому есть что скрывать от 

цивилизованного мира. 
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Государства, подобные этим, и их террористические союзники представляют ось 

зла, вооружаясь для того, чтобы угрожать миру во всем мире. Стремясь к обладанию 

ОМП, эти режимы представляют смертельную и растущую опасность. Они вполне могли 

бы дать это оружие террористам, дать им средства, сопоставимые с их ненавистью. Они 

могли бы напасть на наших союзников или попытаться шантажировать Соединенные 

Штаты. В любом из этих случаев цена безразличия будет катастрофической. 

Мы будем тесно сотрудничать с нашей коалицией, чтобы не позволить террористам 

и их государственным спонсорам завладеть материалами, технологиями и опытом, 

дающими возможность изготовить и доставить к цели ОМП. Мы создадим и развернем 

эффективные комплексы противоракетной обороны (ПРО), чтобы защитить Америку и 

наших союзников от внезапного нападения. (Аплодисменты.) И все нации должны знать: 

Америка сделает все, что необходимо для обеспечения безопасности нашей нации. 

Мы будем все делать тщательно, однако время не на нашей стороне. Я не стану 

ждать событий, когда угроза нарастает. Я не буду пассивно выжидать, когда опасности 

станут к нам все ближе и ближе. Соединенные Штаты Америки не позволят самым 

опасным в мире режимам угрожать нам с помощью самого разрушительного в мире 

оружия. (Аплодисменты.) 

Наша война с террором начата удачно, но она только началась. Быть может, эту 

кампанию не удастся завершить в годы нашего правления - однако же она должна и будет 

вестись в годы нашего правления. 

Мы не можем остановиться на полушаге. Если мы сегодня остановимся - оставив 

нетронутыми лагеря террористов и не приведя к повиновению государства - спонсоры 

террора - то наше чувство безопасности будет ложным и временным. История призвала 
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Америку и наших союзников к действию, и вести войну за свободу - как наша 

обязанность, так и наша привилегия. (Аплодисменты.) 

Нашей первоочередной заботой всегда должна быть безопасность нашей нации, и 

это найдет отражение в бюджете, который я направляю в Конгресс США. Мой бюджет 

призван обеспечить достижение трех великих для Америки целей: мы выиграем эту 

войну; мы защитим нашу родину; и мы оживим нашу экономику. 

События 11 сентября вызвали к жизни все лучшее, что есть в Америке, и все лучшее, 

что есть в Конгрессе США. И я присоединяюсь к американскому народу, аплодируя 

вашему единству и решительности. (Аплодисменты.) Так вот, американцы заслуживают 

того, чтобы направить такую же силу духа на решение наших внутренних проблем. Я 

горжусь мое партией - однако, в момент, когда мы стараемся выиграть войну, защитить 

наш народ и создать рабочие места в Америке, мы должны действовать прежде всего не 

как республиканцы, не как демократы, но как американцы. (Аплодисменты.) 

На эту войну уходит много денег. Мы тратим более миллиарда долларов в месяц, по 

30 млн. в день, и мы должны быть готовы к будущим операциям. Афганистан доказал, что 

дорогостоящие высокоточные системы оружия уничтожают врага и позволяют сохранить 

жизнь невинным, и нам нужно больше такого оружия. Нам нужно заменить устаревающие 

самолеты и вертолеты и сделать наших военных более мобильными, быть способными 

быстро и безопасно перебрасывать наши войска в любую точку земного шара. Наши 

мужчины и женщины в военной форме заслуживают самого лучшего оружия, самого 

лучшего снаряжения и техники, самой лучшей подготовки - и они также заслуживают еще 

одного повышения денежного содержания. (Аплодисменты.) 
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Мой бюджет включает самое значительное увеличение расходов на оборону за 

последние два десятилетия - потому что, хотя цена свободы и безопасности высока, она 

никогда не будет для нас слишком высокой. Чего бы нам ни стоило защищать нашу 

страну, мы заплатим. (Аплодисменты.) 

Следующим приоритетом моего бюджета является сделать все возможное для 

защиты наших граждан и для повышения способности нашей нации противостоять 

сохраняющейся угрозе новых нападений. Время и расстояние, отдаляющие нас от 

событий 11 сентября, не сделают нас более безопасными, если только мы не усвоим их 

уроков. Америку больше не защищают просторные океаны. Нас защищают от атаки 

только активные действия за рубежом и возросшая бдительность дома. 

В моем бюджете почти вдвое увеличены ассигнования на продолжение политики 

укрепления безопасности нашей территории, сфокусированные на четырех ключевых 

областях: биотерроризм, действия в чрезвычайной обстановке, безопасность в аэропортах 

и на границе и улучшение разведки. Мы создадим вакцины против сибирской язвы и 

других смертоносных заболеваний. Мы увеличим ассигнования на помощь штатам и 

общинам в подготовке и оснащении нашей героической полиции и пожарных. 

(Аплодисменты.) Мы улучшим сбор и доведение до заинтересованных лиц 

разведывательной информации, расширим патрулирование на наших границах, укрепим 

безопасность путешествий на воздушном транспорте и используем технологию для 

слежения за прибытием в нашу страну и убытием из страны зарубежных визитеров. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Внутренняя безопасность сделает Америку не только сильнее, но, во многих 

отношениях, также лучше. Знания, накопленные в ходе исследований проблемы 
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биотерроризма, означают, что наши родные места будут более безопасными. Более 

строгие меры пограничного контроля позволят усилить борьбу с контрабандой 

наркотиков. (Аплодисменты.) И, по мере того, как наше правительство работает над 

повышением безопасности в нашей стране, Америка по-прежнему будет зависеть от глаз и 

ушей наших бдительных граждан. 

За несколько дней до Рождества, один стюард воздушного судна заметил, что 

пассажир зажег спичку. Экипаж и пассажиры быстро скрутили человека, который прошел 

подготовку в сети "Аль-Каиды" (al Qaeda) и имел при себе взрывчатку. Люди в этом 

самолете были бдительными и в результате скорее всего спасли почти 200 человеческих 

жизней. И сегодня вечером мы приветствуем и благодарим стюардов Гермиса Мутардье 

(Hermis Moutardier) и Кристину Джонс (Christina Jones). (Аплодисменты.) 

После того, как мы предусмотрели ассигнования на нашу национальную 

безопасности и на внутреннюю безопасность, последним крупным приоритетом в моем 

бюджете остается экономическая безопасность для американского народа. 

(Аплодисменты.) Для достижения этих великих национальных целей - выиграть войну, 

защитить свой дом и оживить нашу экономику - наш бюджет сверстан с дефицитом, 

который будет небольшим и краткосрочным, если только Конгресс ограничит расходы и 

ответственно подойдет к финансовым вопросам. (Аплодисменты.) Наши первоочередные 

задачи ясно очерчены, и у себя дома мы должны действовать с такой же 

целенаправленностью и решимостью, какую мы проявили за рубежом. В этой войне мы 

победим и мы справимся также с этим спадом в экономике. (Аплодисменты.) 

Американцы, потерявшие работу, нуждаются в нашей помощи, и я поддерживаю 

расширение льгот для безработных и прямую помощь на покрытие расходов на лечение. 
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(Аплодисменты.) Однако американские рабочие хотят нечто большее, чем чеки для 

безработных - они хотят стабильной зарплаты. Когда Америка работает, Америка 

процветает, а потому мой план экономической безопасности можно вкратце свести к 

одному понятию: рабочие места. (Аплодисменты.) 

Хорошие рабочие места начинаются с хороших школ, и здесь мы добились 

неплохого старта. (Аплодисменты.) Республиканцы и демократы вместе работали над 

исторической реформой образовательной системы, чтобы ни один ребенок не был 

позабыт. Я горжусь, что работал с членами обеих партий: председателем Джоном 

Боенером (John Boehner) и конгрессменом Джорджем Миллером (George Miller). 

(Аплодисменты.) С сенатором Джаддом Греггом (Judd Gregg). (Аплодисменты.) И я 

настолько гордился нашей работой, что даже пожелал сказать кое-что приятное в адрес 

моего друга, Теда Кеннеди (Ted Kennedy). (Смех и аплодисменты.) Я знаю, что парни в 

кофейне в поселке Крофорд (Crawford) не поверили бы, что я могу сказать такую вещь, - 

(Смех.) - но наша работа над этим законопроектом показывает, чего можно добиться, если 

отбросить позы и сфокусироваться на результатах. (Аплодисменты.) 

Предстоит сделать больше. Нам нужно научить наших детей читать и преуспевать в 

школе с улучшенной начальной подготовкой и программами развития для раннего 

детского возраста. (Аплодисменты.) Мы должны модернизировать наши учительские 

колледжи и улучшить подготовку учителей, а также начать крупную кампанию 

привлечения людей в учительскую профессию с серьезной для Америки целью: 

качественный учитель в каждом классе (Аплодисменты.) 

Хорошие рабочие места зависят также от надежного и по средствам 

энергоснабжения. Этот Конгресс должен принять законы, поощряющие 
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энергосбережение, способствующие внедрению новых технологий, строительству 

инфраструктуры; и он должен также принять законы для увеличения производства 

электроэнергии дома, чтобы Америка меньше зависела от иностранной нефти. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Хорошие рабочие места зависят от расширения торговли. Завоевание новых рынков 

создает новые рабочие места, а потому я прошу Конгресс окончательно утвердить 

полномочия по способствованию торговле. (Аплодисменты.) По этим двум ключевым 

вопросам, торговля и энергетика, Палата представителей проголосовала за законопроект о 

создании новых рабочих мест, и я призываю Сенат утвердить этот законопроект. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Хорошие рабочие места зависят от здоровой политики в области налогов. 

(Аплодисменты.) В прошлом году кое-кто из сидящих в этом зале полагал, что мой план 

снижения налогового бремени был слишком малым; некоторые считали, что он чересчур 

велик. (Аплодисменты.) Но, когда по почте были доставлены счета (для оплаты налогов - 

прим. пер.), большинство американцев сочли, что снижение налогов было примерно 

таким, как нужно. (Аплодисменты.) Конгресс прислушался к народу и отреагировал 

сокращением ставок налога, удвоив кредит на детей и отменив налог на наследство. Ради 

долговременного роста и с целью помощи американцам в планировании на будущее 

давайте сделает эти налоговые скидки постоянными. (Аплодисменты.) 

Для того чтобы выйти из спада, чтобы создать новые рабочие места, нужно 

обеспечить рост экономики путем поощрения инвестиций в промышленные предприятия 

и оборудование, а также путем ускорения введения налоговых скидок, чтобы у людей 
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оставалось больше денег на расходы. Ради американских рабочих давайте примем пакет 

законов о стимулировании. (Аплодисменты.) 

Хорошие рабочие места должны стать целью реформы социальной системы. Когда 

мы снова будем утверждать эти важные реформы, мы всегда должны помнить, что их 

целью является уменьшение зависимости от правительства и обеспечение каждого 

американца достойной работой. 

Американцы знают, что экономическая безопасность может исчезнуть в мгновение 

ока, если не будет безопасности в охране здоровья. Я прошу Конгресс в этом году 

поддержать меня и утвердить закон о правах пациентов медицинских учреждений, - 

(Аплодисменты.) - чтобы незастрахованные работники могли получать кредит на покупку 

страхового полиса на лечение, - (Аплодисменты.) - одобрить историческое увеличение 

расходов на поддержание здоровья ветеранов - (Аплодисменты.) - и дать людям старшего 

поколения надежную и современную систему медицинского страхования (Medicare), 

которая предусматривает компенсацию расходов на покупку лекарств по рецептам. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Хорошая работа должна вести к безопасности при выходе на пенсию. Я прошу 

Конгресс принять новые гарантии для 401К и пенсионных планов. (Аплодисменты.) 

Работники, которые хорошо трудились и сумели наладить свою жизнь, не должны 

подвергаться риску все потерять, если их компания разорится. (Аплодисменты.) 

Посредством более жестких стандартов отчетности и более жестких требований в 

отношении предоставления таких отчетов корпоративную Америку нужно сделать более 

подотчетной перед своими работниками и акционерами и заставить следовать самым 

высоким стандартам поведения. (Аплодисменты.) 
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Безопасность пенсионеров зависит также от того, будет ли придерживаться своих 

обязательств система социального обеспечения (Social Security), и мы будем это делать. 

Мы должны сделать систему социального обеспечения финансово устойчивой и дать 

возможность заводить персональные пенсионные счета тем молодым работникам, 

которые этого пожелают. (Аплодисменты.) 

Члены Конгресса, в предстоящие месяцы вы и я будем вместе работать над другими 

вопросами: политика повышения производительности фермерского труда, - 

(Аплодисменты.) - оздоровление окружающей среды, - (Аплодисменты.) - расширение 

прав домовладения, особенно для национальных меньшинств, - (Аплодисменты.) - и пути 

поощрения деятельности благотворительных организаций и религиозных групп. 

(Аплодисменты.) Я прошу вас поддержать меня в этих важных внутренних вопросах в том 

же духе сотрудничества, который мы проявили в нашей войне против терроризма. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

В эти последние несколько месяцев я удостоился чести увидеть истинный характер 

этой страны во времена испытаний. Наши враги думали, что Америка слаба и 

материалистична, что мы рассыплемся в страхе и эгоизме. Они были столь же не правы, 

сколь они злонамеренны. (Аплодисменты.) 

Американский народ отреагировал великолепно, проявив смелость и сострадание, 

силу и решимость. Встречаясь с героями, обнимая членов их семей и заглядывая в 

усталые глаза спасателей, я испытывал глубокое почтение к американскому народу. 

И я надеюсь, что вы разделите мои чувства - я надеюсь, что вы присоединитесь ко 

мне в выражении благодарности той одной американке, нашей первой леди, Лауре Буш 
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(Laura Bush) за ту силу, успокоение и утешение, которые она дает нашей нации во время 

кризиса. (Аплодисменты.) 

Никто из нас никогда не желал бы такого зла, какое нам причинили 11 сентября. Но, 

после того как Америка была атакована, произошло нечто, как если бы вся страна 

взглянула на себя в зеркало и увидела наши лучшие половины. Нам напомнили, что мы - 

граждане, имеющие обязательства друг перед другом, перед нашей страной и перед 

историей. Мы начали меньше думать о материальных ценностях, которые можем 

накопить, а больше о том хорошем, что мы можем сделать. 

Наша культура уже давно нам подсказывает: "Если это кажется добрым делом, 

сделайте это". Теперь Америка принимает новую этику и новое кредо: "Давайте 

действовать". (Аплодисменты.) В солдатской жертвенности, в огненном братстве 

пожарных и в храбрости и щедрости рядовых граждан мы узрели проблески новой 

культуры ответственности. Мы хотим быть нацией, ставящей перед собой цели, которые 

больше, чем собственное "я". Нам была предложена уникальная возможность, и мы не 

должны ее упускать. (Аплодисменты.) 

Сегодня вечером я призываю каждого американца посвятить по меньшей мере два 

года, 4000 часов, своей предстоящей жизни тому, чтобы помочь вашим соседям и вашей 

стране. (Аплодисменты.) Многие уже это делают, и я им благодарен. Если вы не знаете, 

как помочь, у меня есть хорошее место для начала. Для того чтобы поддержать и укрепить 

все лучшее, что появилось в Америке, я приглашаю вас вступить в новый "Корпус 

свободы США" (USA Freedom Corps). "Корпус свободы США" сосредоточится на трех 

областях: реакция на случай кризиса дома; восстановление наших коммун; и 

распространение американского сочувствия по всему миру. 
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Одной из задач "Корпуса свободы США" станет обеспечение внутренней 

безопасности в стране. Америке нужны вышедшие на пенсию врачи и медсестры, которых 

можно отмобилизовать в случае серьезного чрезвычайного происшествия; добровольцы 

для помощи полиции и пожарным; работники транспорта и коммунального хозяйства, 

хорошо обученные отысканию опасных неисправностей. 

Наша страна также нуждается в гражданах, которые будут участвовать в работе по 

перестройке наших коммун. Нам нужны воспитатели, любящие детей, особенно детей, 

чьи родители в тюрьме. И нам нужно больше талантливых учителей в неблагополучных 

школах. "Корпус свободы США" будет расширять масштабы и совершенствовать все 

благие усилия организаций "AmeriCorps" и "Senior Corps", стремящихся привлечь в свои 

ряды более 200000 новых добровольцев. 

И Америке нужны граждане, чтобы распространять сочувствие нашей страны во все 

уголки земного шара. А поэтому мы возобновим обещание "Корпуса мира" (Peace Corps) 

удвоить количество его добровольцев в предстоящие пять лет - (Аплодисменты.) - и 

попросить его присоединиться к новым усилиям по поощрению развития и образования, а 

также возможностей для граждан стран исламского мира. (Аплодисменты.) 

Это время противоборства предоставляет нам уникальную возможность: момент, 

который мы должны ухватить, чтобы изменить нашу культуру. Наблюдая за 

раскручивающимся маховиком миллионов актов служения народу, благопристойности и 

доброты, я знаю, что мы можем побороть зло с помощью еще большего добра. 

(Аплодисменты.) И в это военное время у нас имеется большая возможность повести 

нашу планету к ценностям, которые принесут ей длительный мир. 
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Все отцы и матери, во всех обществах хотят, чтобы их дети были образованными и 

жили свободными от нищеты и насилия. Никакой народ на земле не желает быть 

угнетаемым, как не стремится быть порабощенным и не хочет ожидать ночного стука 

тайной полиции. 

Если кто-то в этом сомневается, пусть они посмотрят на Афганистан, где исламская 

"улица" приветствовала падение тирании песнями и празднествами. Пусть скептики 

посмотрят на собственную богатую историю ислама, характеризующуюся столетиями 

просвещения, терпимости и прогресса. Америка будет вести за собой остальных, защищая 

свободу и правосудие, потому что они правильны и справедливы, они неизменны для 

всего рода людского. (Аплодисменты.) 

Ни у какой страны нет подобных устремлений, и никакая нация от них не свободна. 

Мы не имеем намерения навязывать нашу культуру. Но Америка всегда будет твердо 

отстаивать не подлежащие обсуждению требования человеческого достоинства: 

главенство закона; ограничение полномочий государства; уважение к женщинам; частная 

собственность; свобода слова; правосудие, равенство закона для всех; религиозная 

терпимость. (Аплодисменты.) 

Америка станет на сторону храбрых мужчин и женщин, которые придерживаются 

этих принципов во всем мире, включая исламский мир, потому что у нас есть более 

важная цель, чем устранение угроз и сдерживание негодования. Мы стремимся к 

справедливому и мирному миру, который наступит вслед за окончанием войны с 

террором. 

В этот момент возможности общая опасность стирает старые разногласия 

соперников. Взаимодействие Америки с Россией, Китаем и Индией в интересах мира и 
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процветания идет по таким направлениям, которых никогда прежде не существовало. В 

любом регионе мира свободные рынки, свободная торговля и свободные общества 

доказывают свою способность делать жизнь людей лучше. Вместе с друзьями и 

союзниками из Европы, Азии, Африки и Латинской Америки мы докажем, что силы 

террора не способны остановить набирающий обороты маховик свободы. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Когда я в последний раз выступал здесь, я выразил надежду, что жизнь вернется в 

свое привычное русло. В определенной мере так и случилось. В других аспектах она 

никогда не станет прежней. Те из нас, кто пережил такие трудные времена, сами 

изменились под их влиянием. Мы узнали истину, которую впредь никогда не станем 

подвергать сомнениям: зло реально, и с ним нужно бороться. (Аплодисменты.) Каковы бы 

ни были различия между нами по цвету кожи или верованиям, мы - единая страна, вместе 

скорбящая и вместе встречающая опасности. В глубине американской души укоренилась 

честь, и она сильнее, чем цинизм. И многие вновь обнаружили, что даже в трагедии - и 

особенно в трагедии - Господь нас не покидает. (Аплодисменты.) 

В одно мгновение мы осознали, что это десятилетие станет решающим в истории 

свободы, что мы призваны сыграть уникальную роль в жизни человечества. Редко мир 

сталкивался с выбором, который был бы более ясным и более важным по своим 

последствиям. 

Наши враги посылают чужих детей на самоубийственные задания с целью убийства 

других людей. Они сделали тиранию и смерть своим делом и своим кредо. Мы выступаем 

за иной выбор, сделали этот выбор давным-давно, в день нашего основания. Сегодня мы 
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вновь его подтверждаем. Мы выбрали свободу и уважение к жизни любого человека. 

(Аплодисменты.) 

Непоколебимые в нашей цели, мы сейчас делаем все, чтобы ее достичь. Нам 

известна цена свободы. Мы показали силу свободы. И в этом большом конфликте, мои 

соотечественники-американцы, мы увидим победу свободы. 

Спасибо всем вам. И да благословит вас Господь. (Аплодисменты.) 

Перевод: Виктор Федотов, ИноСМИ.Ru 
Опубликовано на сайте inosmi.ru: 30 января 2002, 10:39 
Оригинал публикации: The President’s State of the Union Address 
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